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Foreword 

Until recently, I'd become resigned to the utter lack of humor with which 

most of the microcomputer industry views its products, its customers, and 

itself. If you don't know what I'm talking about, just take a look at the 

"messages" that appear on your computer screen when you start using 

some of today's more popular software. For instance, "FATAL ERROR F23" 

or "ILLEGAL ARGUMENT TO DOS OPEN: CAN'T CONTINUE" doesn't make you 

feel very cheerful 

Let's face it, it doesn't seem as if the programmers and software designers 

who think up such messages are having any fun-at least not in the sense 

that you and I might define the word. And for years, they and their ilk 

have been frightening potential customers away from computers in droves. 

But just in time, the Apple Macintosh computer has come along to 

demonstrate that there is, after all, another way. 

When you think about it, we really had no right to expect whimsy from 

such an "important" machine. After all, the experts murmured 

ponderously, the Macintosh project represented an attempt to "redefine the 

future of personal computing." Other authorities-those concerned with 

such matters as sales and marketing-warned that Apple would have to be 

extremely careful, or it couldn't hope to compete in the "productivity 

market" with IBM. And almost everybody agreed that the financial 
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viability of the Apple Computer Company was totally dependent on the 

successful launch of the Macintosh. Surely, then, this was no time for 

foolishness. 

But on the day the Macintosh was introduced, Steve jobs, the chairman of 

Apple, appeared before his stockholders and informed them that his new 

machine was, as he put it, "'insanely great."' And as users soon discovered, 

there is whimsy galore built into "'Mac"' and its software, from the little 

trash can icon you invoke when you want to dispose of unwanted data, to 

the built-in puzzle you can instantly hide under a business document when 

your boss comes along, to the option called Goodies-right next to such 

"serious" choices as Bdit and File-which, among other things, lets you play 

with the Macintosh"s graphics program as if it were a super-fast electronic 

kaleidoscope. 

What appeals to me most, however, is the variety of type fonts and styles 

available on the Macintosh. When I first started to play with the Mac Write 

and MacPaint programs, I thought back to a beginner·s printing press I 

owned as a child. I remembered how I used to spend days fiddling with 

tiny bits of rubber type, setting up a little brochure or greeting card. And I 

was always thrilled with the results, even though the inking was uneven 

and each line of text seemed to wobble all over the page. Now I had a 

computer system that could do infinitely more than my old printing press 
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could do-and it could do it perfectly, in just seconds. Here, in short, was a 

machine with which I could do things that were fun-things very different 

from spreadsheet analysis, balancing my checkbook, and all the other tasks 

that home computers are supposed to be good for. 

Which brings me, at last, to the subject of this book. I can't think of a more 

appropriate writer to talk about the Macintosh than David Thornburg. just 

as Apple is perhaps the only major high-technology company with a sense 

of humor, Dave is one of the few computer designers and educators I've 

met who is blessed with a bona fide silly streak. Any doubts you may 

have about this will be erased when, in the course of learning how to use 

your Macintosh for the preparation of short reports, you suddenly find 

yourself reading about Thornburg's revolutionary plan to manufacture 

special heated oompartments to keep bananas warm when they are put in 

the refrigerator. Or consider the fact that, mixed in with all his genuinely· 

useful hints for getting the most out of the Mac, be has included sugges

tions for such useless applications as-to name but one-the automated 

composition of ransom notes that look as if they were prepared by pasting 

down letters cut out of a newspaper. 

Finally, there's the matter of the names that pepper the sample documents 

David Thornburg uses to illustrate his te:zt. In Idea 12, for example, he 

introduces us to Dr. Helen Wheels, Ph.D., inventor of the AutoErase black-
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board. In Idea 1, we learn about the obscure, and presumably unpleas

ant, town of Sunova Beach, California. And, once you've met him, how will 

you ever forget Wayne Scott, President of Wayne Scott Paneling Company 

(''It's not wainscot paneling if it's not from Wayne ScottO? 

I was ecstatic when I encountered these people and places, because I've 

always loved such names. Indeed, over the years, Muppet designer 

Michael Frith and I have "discovered" such personalities as the seminal 

saloon songstress Bertha de Blues, the aging (but talented) ballet master 

Grandpa de Deux, and last but not least, the notorious bounder juan 

Formababi and his cousin juan Morford de Reaude. 

But you didn't buy this book to hear about these unlikely folks (or about 

reclusive harridan Agatha HeJJautaheere, either). So turn the page and 

start finding out, as David Thornburg puts it, "just bow useful and unique 

the Macintosh computer reaJJy is." 

Christopher Cerf 
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Introduction 

The revolution started in 1978. 

That was the year that personal computers were first sold to consumers. 

Prior to then, computers were purely in the domain of the computer 

professionals and a sparse scattering of wild -eyed hobbyists. 

Prior to 1978, the idea that we might each have access to our own 

computer was as foreign to most of us as the idea that we might each be 

able to book passage on a space shuttle-a dream at best. But the dream 

was a nightmare for some. Even though 50,000 computers were sold that 

year, many were purchased by people who didn't have the foggiest notion 

of what to do with them. 

The main problem with the personal computers of the late 1970s and early 

1980s was that to use them effectively, you had to learn to deaJ on the 

computer :t terms. You didn't have to become a raving technoid, but the 

more you knew about things Jike bytes and 1>11ud, .KAM and .KO.M, the 

better off you were. If you couldn't find a program to do what you wanted, 

you were encouraged to learn a language like BASIC so you could write 

your own. 
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Though this was a great improvement over tbe pure hobby days of 

personal computers, many of us didn't have the energy or time to become 

sufficiently versed in computer technology to put these machines to their 

best use. But wrule some of us were busy hacking away at the 

idiosynaasies of our personal computers, another vision was being 

developed. This vision promised a computational environment in which 

computers were controUed by people who wanted to teJJ the computer 

JVhlll to do, not JJorv to do it. This seemingly simple distinction has 

profound consequences for both the people who design computers and the 

people who design the programs that run on them. The fuJJ-time effort of 

hundreds of computer scientists was devoted to this task for over a decade 

at places like the Xerox Palo Alto Research Center. Progress was slow but 

steady, and some of these people transplanted their vision into a company 

named Apple, where it took root and bloomed into a new computer. 

The revolution came to the rest of us in 1984 with the introduction of the 

Apple Macintosh.'" 

Macintosh is different. It is different from any other computer made by 

Apple. It is different from any computer made by IBM. It is different from 

any computer made by any other computer manufacturer in the personal 

computer marketplace. 
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As someone who has been in the personal computer industry for many 

years (and has written about it for much of that time), I thought I should 

write a book about the ·Macintosh. Not a "GoUyorkins, Mr. Wizard, let's all 

clap hands and praise the Macintosh" type of book but a '"meat and 

potatoes" practical guide for people who wouldn't normally use a computer 

for iiDytbing This would be a book for people who aeate documents, 

make simple charts and illustrations-a book, quite simply, for the great 

majority of us who might want to use a computer but who surely don't 

want to Jearn how computers work. 

The chaJlenge was to think of the right form this book should take. Clearly, 

it should be useful to the reader, and it should cover topics not explored in 

the manuals that accompany the computer. 

As I was thinking about the book I had an idea. I use my Macintosh 

almost every day. And in the course of using it, I have found some 

interesting ways to use it-ways that are very different from the ways I 

use my other computers, ways that are different from the ways I have 

ever used word processors or graphics systems. Some of these are very 

practical, and some of them are frivolous. But all of them can be used to 

show just how useful and unique the Macintosh computer reaJly is. 
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When I started Jisting the ideas I had for using the Macintosh, it occurred 

to me that I could go on listing them forever. That would make a very long 

book, so I decided to pick a number-1 0 l-and stick with it. No more and 

no less. With this many applications to choose from, I thought you might to 

find a few that are useful, a few that make you laugh, and a few that 

stimulate you to create even more applications of your own. 

Thumb through the ideas, pick one at random, try it out. Experiment with 

your Macintosh. It won't let you down. 

I find the Macintosh so useful, I even used it to write this book. 

Actnowledaemeat and disclaimer 

I want to thank the Xerox Palo Alto Research Center who, by giving me 

access to their Alto computers, gave me a 1 0-year head start on creating 

projects for the Macintosh. It is also a privilege to acknowledge the people 

at Apple w.ho .had the vision, courage, and skiJJ to create a product of 

Macintosh's power while otJier computer manufacturers were producing 

embeUishments on older products. Guy Kawasa.kfs business card at Apple 

Hsts him as a "software evangelist." He is more t.han that. He has puJled 

me out of severaJ tight spots, including the time when I was in the middle 
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of this book and my office was stripped clean of aU its Apple computers by 

a midnight prowler. Thanks to Guy's help, I was able to continue my work 

with minimal delay. Thanks, Guy, I really appreciate your support. 

The names of people and places in this book were the products of several 

minds besides my own: those of my son Harvey, my wonderful wife Pam, 

her mother Virginia Howe, and her aunts, Barbara Hugo, Gerry Rhodes, and 

Win Murphy. 

With respect to the names and subject matter of this book, please know 

that aH people and place names are fictional, as are many of the activities. 

My function in this book is to show a sampling of the wide variety of the 

applications to which the Macintosh is particularly well suited and to 

stimulate you to find new applications on your own. Rather than take a 

ponderous approach, I elected to choose a more entertaining path. In no 

case was it my intent to degrade any person, race, culture, galactic empire, 

or universe; nor was it my intent to incite or instigate antisocial behavior 

including, but not limited to, kidnapping, arson, treason, overtipping a 

waitress because of her low-cut uniform, and the start of thermonuclear 

war. 

uee, I just want us to have funf 
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Chapter 1 

THE MEANING OF MACINTOSH 

This chapter provides some background on the characteristics that make 

the Macintosh different from any other computer in its price range. Unlike 

the rest of this book, its tone is philosophical rather than practicaL If you 

don't give a bean about the philosophy behind this computer, but simply 

want to get on with the practical stuff, feel free to skip ahead to Chapter 2 

and beyond-my feelings won't be hurt 

On the other hand. you may be one of those people who wants to know 

why the Macintosh is so different from other personal computers. If you 

are one of these people, this chapter is for you. 
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User control: Tellina the computer rll,.t instead or llorv 

It has been called "the computer for the rest of us," the automatic 

transmission of computers, a computer you can master in 30 minutes, and 

many other things. It is hard, on a purely rational rational basis, to see 

why grown people are jumping up and down over the introduction of a 

plastic boJ: filled with computer chips-a boJ: that in some ways resembles 

the myriad other bo:~es that make up the products we call personal 

computers. 

And yet, hidden in the many articles that attended the introduction of the 

Macintosh, there was a growing suspicion that whatever Apple had done 

they had done differently from any other computer manufacturer creating 

products in this price range. For some writers, this difference was 

wonderful; for others it spelled disaster for Apple. Given that there will 

always be more opinions than pundits to write them, it was not surprising 

to see a mature of hoopla and gloom in the press. Some of the positive 

comments overstated the capabilities of the Mactintosh, and some of the 

criticisms showed the limitations of the authors' views rather than those of 

the Macintosh. 

The reaJity of Macintosh, like so many other realities in our world, is a 

mixture of these two extremes. The Macintosh has its features 11.od its 

limitations. As with cars, boats, houses, and any other product on the 
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market, one can find things about it that are simply wonderful and others 

that one would change, given the opportunity. 

But beyond the pros and cons, beyond the hype and misguided aiticism, 

beyond the roar of the advertising and the clamor of the Mac's detractors, 

there remains one central fact: Macintosh will change how we think about 

computing. 

Prior to Macintosh, people who wanted to use computers needed to learn 

about computing per se. Each machine and program bad its idiosyncrasies 

to contend with. Mysterious sequences of keystrokes were needed as 

incantations to breathe life into otherwise dead computers. We took pride 

in our special knowledge: 

"Hey, I can't get my machine to boot." 

"No sweat, bit breath, turn it on, type Control B. press RETURN, type PR•6, 

and press RETURN again." 

"'Thank you, 0 powerful master, it is working now." 

"'Don't mention it."' 

Dialogues of this sort-the sharing of secret handshakes among an elite group 

-were commonplace prior to the introduction of the Macintosh. The fact that 

computers needed special commands somehow made their users special too. 

But Macintosh changed all that. Now you didn't have to know (or even 

care) about computers to use one. Suddenly, English majors could use 

computers as easily as engineers. What kind of fun was that? 
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The advent of the Macintosh marked the loss of the secret handshake. 

Word was out that computers could be used by 11nyooe, regardless of 

background. The key to this transition was a paradigm shift-a change in 

our view of how we controlled computers. A shift from telling our com

puters ./Jow to do our chores to telling them JY.IJIII we want them to do. 

The ease with which the Macintosh can be used bas now opened the 

computer world to the many millions of people for whom computers were 

forbidding machines. 

MacYriterM aad MacPaint™: Two powerful pactaaes for all users 

A computer by itself is as useful as an automobile in a country without 

roads. In order to be useful, computers need softJYare, the programs or 

sets of instructions that determine the function the computer wiU perform. 

When Macintosh was introduced, it came to the marketplace with two very 

powerful software packages-MacWrite and MacPaint. 

MacWrite is a tool that lets the user create documents. On the surface, 

MacWrite is a word processor-a tool that lets you create, edit, save, and 



print word-based documents from letters to book manusaipts. But 

MacWrite is far more than a traditional word processor. For example, it 

lets you enter text using any of several type designs (called font~. each of 

which can be displayed in different sizes and styles. In this regard, 

MacWrite is almost a typesetting system. But even if the multiple font 

feature weren't available, Mac Write would still outstrip the capabilities of 

many word processing products on the market today. 

MacPaint is a tool for graphics creation-from charts and graphs to 

freehand sketches. This tool includes many features that take advantage of 

the Macintosh high resolution display. In addition, pictures created with 

MacPaint can be incorporated into documents created with MacWrite. 

MacWrite and MacPwnt are two programs that refelect the overall theme 

of the Macintosh: They are almost intuitively simple to use. Because of 

their ease of use and the high quality of the documentation that 

accompanies these programs, this book will focus on applications for 

these products, rather than instructing you in their use. 

What this boot is all about 

This book is about applications for MacWrite and MacPaint, applications 

that range from the practical to the frivolous-applications from disparate 
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fields that share a common characteristic: The bulk of the applications in 

this book are not just different from those one would expect from word 

processing and graphics creation programs on other computers; they are 

likely to be virtually impossible to do on other computers. In an era in 

which claims of uniqueness are attached to almost every product we buy, it 

seemed important to show some examples of applications that are truly 

unique and that are not covered in other books or manuals on the 

Macintosh. 

This and the next chapters provide background information of various 

types. The real meat of this book is in Chapters 3 through 5. If you are 

already proficient in your use of the Macintosh, you should skip directly to 

Chapter 3 and get started on the applications. 

If you are still new to the Macintosh, the following brief chapter has some 

points you might find useful. 
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Chapter 2 
------------------------ ------ ----

GENERAL HINTS AND A 
--------

FEW SUGGESTIONS 

BEFORE YOU START 

Setting up your Mac: The importance or good connections 

In order to do the projects described in this book, you will need a 

Macintosh computer, the Imagewriter printer. and the MacWrite/MacPaint 

program disk. The instruction manuals that come with your Macintosh 

show you how easy it is to hook everything together. In fact, I find the 

system so easy to assemble that I can set it up in about 1 S seconds (Alan 

Alda, eat your heart out). I am going to assume that you already know 

how to connect everything and that you are familiar with the overalJ 

operation of the Macintosh. If you are not familiar with the mouse, or 

with the use of the computer overall, follow the steps described in your 

manuals or take the short course provided on the Guided Tour disk that 

came with your system. 
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Although using the Macintosh is a snap, you can get in a bit of trouble if 

you are sloppy. For example, I move my computer back and forth between 

home and office. As a result, I am not always as careful as I might be 

when connecting everything. The Macintosh itself doesn't present any 

problems since the connectors either snap into place or, in the case of the 

mouse, are provided with thumbstTews that make their installation very 

easy. The cable that comes with the I magewriter printer is an exception to 

this rule, however. Its connectors come with saews to mount them, and 

you need a saewdriver to perform this task. Now, given the mess in my 

office, I challenge 11.oyo.oe to find a screwdriver there. Besides, I couldn't 

find a gorilla in a telephone booth; so I gave up on screwing these 

connectors in place and just plugged them in instead. 

This worked just fine for quite a while. In fact, I had forgotten that they 

weren't secured. But one day I paid for my sloppiness. I was trying to 

print a document I had created with MacWrite, and nothing would print 

out on paper. Both the Power and Select lights were Jit on the printer, 

and the Print function from MacWrite seemed to be working properly, but 

nothing was happening. I looked behind the Macintosh and saw that the 

lmagewriter connector had fallen out of its socket. When I plugged it in, 

the printer leapt to Jife, spewing out reams of paper with strange 

characters on each page. Fortunately, I was able to stop this stream of 

paper without losing my Hle. But I had learned a lesson. From then on I 

made sure that my printer cable was properly secured at both ends. If 1 

had foJlowed Apple's instructions, this problem would never have happened. 
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Success with the Macintosh, as in other parts of Jife, may depend on good 

connections. 

The care and feeding of Mac disks 

If you have taken a Jook at the contents of your MacWrite/MacPaint disk, 

you may have noticed two interesting numbers: 

• File Edit Uiew 

349K in disk 

MocW'ritt• MocPoint Font Mov.r 

0 0 
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The first number of interest says that there are 349,000 characters of 

information already stored on the disk, and the seoond states that there is 

space for 51 ,000 characters of your own teit and picture files. In other 

words, there is a Jot of room on a Macintosh disk, but most of it is taken up 

on the MacWrite/MacPaint disk. If you are going to create your own 

pictures and documents, you will need much more space than is left on this 

disk. One approach is to make several copies of this disk and, as each fills 

up, use a fresh one for new documents. Another choice is to make two 

copies of the MacWrite/MacPaint disk and to delete MacWrite from one of 

them (making it a MacPaint-only disk). You should then delete MacPaint 

from the other (making it a Mac Write-only disk). This gives some more 

room for your documents and pictures, but the bulk of each disk is still 

filled with programs instead of your documents. 

The way to muimize the information you can store on your disk is to 

initialize your own blank disks and to use them only as repositories of your 

own files. This means that to aeate teit or pictures, you wiJl have to 

switch between your disk and the MacWrite/MacPaint disk from time to 

time, but the result is that you will have almost 400,000 characters of 

information storage available on your disk-enough for a Jot of documents 

and pictures. 

Even though Macintosh provides you with many useful tools for the care 

and maintainance of your electronic desktop, your physical desktop is 

your responsibility. In your organization of Macintosh disks, you might 
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want to create entire disks for each of several major tasks-letters, 

graphics, reports, and so on. Blank disks are cheap and don't take up much 

room. If you can't find Apple disks in your store, the disks designed for 

the Hewlett-Packard computer work just as well. By now there are several 

sources for the 3 1/2 -inch disks used by Macintosh. Manufacturers who 

currently provide these disks include Memorex, BASF, and Sony. A box of 

1 0 disks will last you quite a while and give you room for the creation and 

storage of many documents. 

When working with the Macintosh, I always use a copy of the 

MacWrite/MacPaint disk instead of one of the originals. By keeping the 

originals in a safe place, I don't have to worry if I accidentally erase 

something from the disk I am using, even though the Macintosh makes it 

hard for you to throw away a major program accidentaJly. 

The value of a second dist drive 

If you are using one disk drive with your Macintosh and have your files on 

a disk separate from MacWrite and MacPaint, you wiU have to interchange 

disks several times whenever you are reading, saving, or printing a file. 

This minor annoyance can be eliminated by the purchase of a second disk 

drive. By placing the MacWrite/MacPaint disk in one drive and your 

private fiJe disk in the other, all inter disk transactions will take place 

without your having to do a thingf 
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Recoverina from disasters 

It doesn't happen often, but disasters can strike anyone, even Mac users. 

Of course, disasters always strike when you least expect them. The best 

way to protect against them is to make sure that you save your work to the 

disk frequently. By doing this, you wiU guarantee that you won't have to 

re-create the entire document or picture; you'll be able simply to reenter 

the material you entered since the last time you saved the file. 

Unlike most computer systems, the Macintosh lets you know when 

something deadly has occurred and even gives you the opportunity to let 

the computer try to fix things up: 

12 

ti file Edit Uiew Special 

MacPaint Disk 

\{: . 

.Ji::' Sorry •.. R serious system error hos occurred. 
• You moy choose to restart the system or attempt 

to resume the current application. 

(Restar·t) (Resume) 10=02 

I 
Trash 



If you see this message on your screen and the cursor still moves when 

you move the mouse, you should try the Resume option. Most often, this 

works. Once the program is running again, save your document or picture 

in a new file, quit whatever program you are using, eject the disk, turn off 

the Macintosh, and start everything over again. It is quite JikeJy that you 

wiU be able to recover completely from disasters in this fashion. 

Of course, there may be times when this doesn't work, in which case you 

will be happy to .know that you have saved your documents and pictures 

every 15 minutes or so. 

Won't you? 
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Chapter 3 

' 
THIRTY WAYS TO WORK WITH WORDS: 

A COLLECTION OF IDEAS THAT USE 

MAC WRITE 
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--------------------------------------------------------------~ 

O[Q)@£ 1 1'M GONNA SIT MacWrite 

RIGHT DOWN AND WRITE 

MYSELF A LETTER 

WeJl, here you are with a brand new Macintosh aJl hooked up and ready to 

start, but you need a project. I know one that wiH probably pay off right 

away. If you are like most people, you have had trouble with a magazine 

subscription. Phone caJls never seem to work . and ordinary letters 

somehow lack the expressive strength needed to fix the problem. As a 

result, we sometimes revert to letters that use such forceful prose that we 

just make things worse: 

Dear Mush-for-brains: 

I fail to see why even a functional idiot like yourself can 
continue to screw things up so royaHy. Now. instead of two 
copies of your magazine arriving every month, I have four 
copies coming instead. If you don't fix my subscription by the 
time I count to ten. I am going to .kiJl myself. and my ghost will 
haunt you for the rest of your days. 

Interesting? Perhaps-but not very effective. 

lJ 

Style 

Font 
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The beauty of writing letters with the Macintosh is that you can use 

different type styles to express yourself and keep your prose calm and 

relevant to the problem you are trying to solve. The results are much 

better. 

To write your letter, you wiH need to use MacWrite. This program is 

started by double-clicking (see your manuals for instructions on double 

cHcking) the Mac Write icon on the Write/Paint disk. 

* File Edit Uiew Special 

349K in disk 

~ $ ~ 
lbfilMd MocPoint Font Mov•r 

~ 

DO 
Syst•m Fold•r Empty Fold11r 
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Once MacWrite is ready to use, you can just start typing. Remember that 

you need only press the Return key when starting a new paragraph. 

* File Edit Search Format font Style 

Ideo 1 
1260Feather Way g 
Sunova Beach, CA 96969 

March 19, 1984 

Mr. Don deVino 
Simperwillow Press 
Telmi, WY 6 754 3 

Dear Mr. deVino, 

This is the fifth letter I have written in an attempt to change my 
subscription to the Snake Breeders Journal from four one-year 
subscriptions to one four-year subscription. I am enclosing four recent 
mailing labels and trust that you will fix this problem immediately. 

I remain confident in your capacity to fix this problem and look forward to (} 
telling your president how happy I am with your service. J ~ 

When you have finished your letter, you will find that there are parts of it 

that will benefit from a few highlights. Highlighting text is a fine art. If 

you go to extremes, it can make your letter appear cluttered and hide your 

message. But on the other hand, a few well-chosen changes to your 

typeface can be quite beneficial. For example, you should italicize the fact 
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that you have written several times. To do this, you should select the word 

you want to italicize and then type Command I by pressing the 

Command .key (the one to the left of the space bar with the cloverleaf on 

it) and typing the I .key. By using Command B, you can change a selection 

to boldface. The normal type style can be chosen by pressing Command 

P. After highlighting a few words, your screen might look like this. 

4i File Edit Search Format Font Style 

11 Idea 1 
1260 Feather Way Q 
Sunova Beach, CA 96969 

March 19, 1984 

Mr. Don deVino 
Simperwillow Press 
Telmi, WY 67543 

Dear Mr . deVino, 

This is the .l'i.l'tll letter I have written in an attempt to change my 
subscription to the Ss~ke Breeders ]ours~/ from four one-year 
subscriptions to Elrfour-year subscription. I am enclosing four recent 
mailing labels and trust that you will fix this problem immediately . 

I remain confident in your capacity to fix this problem and look forward to 
telling your president how happy I am with your service. a 
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Next, we need to make sure that certain words can be read, so we wiH 

make them bigger. Select an appropriate word to enlarge and puH down 

the Style menu by moving the cursor to Style and pressing the mouse 

button. While holding the mouse button down. move to the type size you 

want and release the button to make the change. 

Notice that type size is measured in poillls. The last time I checked. there 

were 72 points per inch. Normally, you will use 12 -point type. This is the 

closest size to the one you normally use on a typewriter. It is useful to be 

able to change type size whenever you want. however. 

• File Edit Seorch Formot 

12 60 Feather Way 
Sunova Beach, CA 96969 

March 19, 1984 

Mr . Don deVino 
Simperwillow Press 
Telmi, WY 67543 

Dear Mr . deVino, 

Font 

Ideo Plain TeHt XP 
./Bold 3€8 

/lillie 3t:l 
Underline 3t:U 
mmnoom@ 3€0 
~lilc:JC!Jti][W 3t:S 

This is the fifth letter I have written in an attempt to change my 

subscription to the SD•.ke Breeders .fourDII from r our one-year 
subscriptions to 1!1 four-year subscription . I am enclosing four recent 
mailing labels and trust that you will fix Ulis problem immediately . 

I remain confident in your capacity to fix Ulis problem and look forward to 
telling your president how happy I am Witll your service. 
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FinaJJy, we might like to let our reader know that we are more than mildly 

disturbed. There is nothing quite like Old English type to set the proper 

tone. Again, select the proper word, pull down the Font menu, and select 

the London font to complete the job. 

j File Edit Search Format 

Simperwillow Press 
Telmi, WY 67543 

Dear Mr. deVino, 

This is the fift..h letter I have wri 

subs~ription to the Snake 

Geneua 
Toronto 
Monaco 
Chicago 
Uenlce 

to change my 

r our one-year 

subscriptions to ODe four-year subscription . I am enclosing four recent 

mailing labels and trust that you will fix this problem 

I remain confident in your capacity to rtx this problem and look forward to 
telling your president how happy I am with your service. 

Yours for happy snake breeding, 

Elihu Morrison XX I I I 

WHI this letter do the job? My experience is that letters created in this 

fashion are quite successful. just remember that, aJJ evidence to the 

contrary, you are dealing with another human being who probably wants 

to help you. Adjusting your fonts and styles lets you be forceful while 

remaining civiL 
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0[Q)@£ 2 THE RANSOM NOTE Mac Write 

Did you say you were a poor struggling college student who had to wash 

dishes at the local hash house to make enough money to buy your Mac? 

Did you say that you had to forgo any semblance of social life because you 

spent your last dime on a second disk drive and your blue jeans are so 

tattered they were rejected by the Salvation Army? Is that what's 

bothering you, bucko? Well, help is at hand. Now you can use your new 

computational wonder to enlist the support of your folks to pick up the tab 

for your computer. 

I'm sure you already tried to get them to help pay for your Mac, but they 

responded with the same tired excuses-wanting to eat, paying the mort

gage, helping your Aunt Elsie escape from a Brazilian nudist colony-but 

you really need the bucks, and they haven't come through. The trick to 

winning them over may be to try the cute surprise: a ransom note, perhaps. 

Style 

Font 
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Now, everybody knows that a ransom note isn't printed with pretty fonts. 

Nosiree Bob I A true ransom note looks like the letters have been cut out of 

the newspaper. The first version of the MacWrite/Mac Paint disk came 

with a font (San Francisco) tailor-made for just such emergencies. If you 

don't have this font on your disk, you have a new version of the software, 

and you should check with your dealer to see if he has an old one lying 

around that you can use. It's worth it for emergencies like this. 

Bring up MacWrite and type a letter. Mi:x upper- and lowercase letters for 

the authentic look. 

• File Edit Search Format Font Style 

·-o Idea 2 

, -~ .... ~.. .. .. • 1.2. I •. I ......... J 3 •. I •. , • 1 ..•. 1.11 • 1 .•.. I .• ~.~ •. 1. ·:!·· .. 1 ...... 1~ ... 1 ..... 1... .... 1 ....... eiQ 
. ~~ ~[§JEJ . [g)~~~ ~T 

dEar MR ANd mRs WOrtlllnGTon PennyWORT 

Your CHILD is BEing heLd CAPTIVE by a wilD COmpUTER and will bE 
ReLEaSEd wHEN you Send your chtld a CHECK large eNough tO Cover the 
eNClosED iNvoiCes 

p.S. SOMe hoME mADe COOktes WOuld BE aPPreciated too' I 

....... ~.. • •• ,,,,,. • il. 
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Now that you have your basic letter written, select all of the teit. The way 

to do this is to move the cursor to the beginning of the document, press the 

mouse button, and puU the mouse to the bottom of the saeen. All the teit 

in the window will be selected, and new tett will saoH into view from the 

bottom and be automatically selected as it appears. When aJl the tett is 

selected, puU down the Font menu and select San Francisco. Release the 

mouse button, and aJl your teit will be changed to the new characters. 

Style e5 File Edit Search Format 

:§0 
; 1 2 3 

Geneu~o~:-~!iii~~~~ii~~~~ 
Toronto ... L.. :_!·· ··· l ...• . .L~ •... l ...• .. .l ...• ... l ... • .. .l? : ··-t-·· l • ·· J. • l .. • ... 1. • L • · 1 .. •... ! .. .• . 1.. .•.. L • · .l.. •··· 

~~ 11~11 1 I r:~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ;;!!li 

Your [HIL[) II BEing heLd ~RP·d ~~~:~~ IER and miDJI)E ,,!!j: 

::C~::~~~::~::::::I::ll:Dold BE aPPrec:~9::
0

0:~h to [oraP the i[!;ji 
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Next, increase the type size to 24 points, for the final touch, and your 

ransom note is ready to print and send. If you don"t have San Francisco 

on your disk, you can still aeate the same effect by changing each Jetter to 

a different font by hand. Alternatively, you could send the Jetter using the 

Cairo font (found on the new versions of MacWrite/Mac Paint). While 

your folks won"t be able to read the letter, they may at least think it looks 

pretty: 

w file Edit Search Format Font Style 

:-o Ideo 2 

~~ sfj} •• ~ Q!fi .• clTihJ 0J(8t-. ~~iirrl-sr.&,..y..,. 
~~~~ .. C)lillfu ~~~~ ... -~Efa..tJJ..-. .. l!f}~-9 

•' • • I <I' ,o,o " ' "· • ·'•''-'•'·' • 0 0
•,.• ,o, ,, • 0 

' ' "" '' ' " ' '·'·'~ ,o o O''l'.t'.t'.!'.l'.l'. • , , • -0 0 0 ,o,o,, ,'?o' .• I • , , • ,•,• , .•. ' ' '"• lo' ,•.•, , • , ' 0 • '.1' 0 , , , , .•, 0' ' " , , 

For your future health and the sanity of your folks. make sure they .know 

this is only a joke. If they don't send the money, they may at least 

appreciate your creativity. 
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D[Q)~£ 3 FORM LETTERS Mac Write 

Let's face it, you hate to get them yourself. but sometimes there is no 

replacement for the form letter. Personalized form letters can take away 

some of the "junk mail" aspects of this medium, as long as it isn't carried 

too far. Unfortunately. some form letter writers give themselves away by 

making their letters roo personalized: 

Yes, Mr. and Mrs. Bjiercan. you too can own some of the finest 
land in Florida. Imagine your friends ' surprise when they go on 
a National Geographic tour oJ the swamps and see the cozy Mr. 
and Mrs. Bjiercan cottage floating among the mangroves as your 
own herd of alligators keeps the Mr. and Mrs. Bjiercan cottage 
saJe from prowlers . .. 

Well, you get the point. However. as I said, form letters have their place. 

and your Macintosh can help your write them. 

Search 
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The first strP in creating a form letter is to compose the she/J- a copy of 

the letter in which each place to be customized has been marked with a 

code. Choose any text you want for this code, as long as it isn't used else

where in the letter. For example, you might want to use Fl everywhere 

the first name is to appear, L 1 for the last name, A 1, A2, A3 for address 

lines. and so on . Once you have created this letter with MacWrite, save it 

on your disk. Next, place your list of names and addresses in front of you, 

ready to use. Suppose you want to send your first form letter to Penelope 

Stonethorpe, 1776 Comfort Station Way, Asparagus, Wisconsin 77007. To 

do this, load your form letter, pull down the Search menu, and select the 

Change option. You will be presented with the following message. 

• File Edit Search Format Font Style 

~o Change 
1 lrl ··t··J.. .•... Find what 

r£1~ Change to I Penelope 
989~ 

(Find NeHt) ( [ htuu.tP, tfwn Hn<l) (t: hnnt.P)) ( Change Rll ) East 
@Whole Word 0 Partial Word 

Mar~...u 1 ..,, ! ..,v, 

F 1 L 1 
A1 
A2 
A3 

Dear F 1, 

We have been checking our files, F 1, and we found that you were 
accidentally shipped 100 copies of Tll~ .Z~.a o./' Borrliog instead of the 

~ ~· ~ ... 
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As you can see. we entered F I in the box marked Find what and 

Penelope in the box marked Change to. To make all the changes, select 

the Change All option on the Change menu. As soon as you select this 

option, you wiH be presented with another messgage that gives you one 

more chance to change your mind. since you cannot "undo" the result of a 

Change AH command. 

j File Edit Seorch Formot Font Style 

Chonge 
1 Find whot 

l::nelope 
··:t··L. •... 
~~ Chonge to 
989~ 

(Find NeHt) ( [ IH~n•.W · tlu~n Hnd) (1: hUiliJP) (i!!!lnge Rll) East 
0 Portiol Word If @Whole Word 

M 
WARNING! "'Chonge Rll"' is NOT Undo-oble! 

Fl c , Go Rheod ( Concel ) 
A 
A 
A3 

Dear F 1, 

We have been checking our files, F 1, and we found that you were 
accidentally shipped 100 copies of Tlu: Ze.o of Borrli.og instead of the 

~ 

IlL 

-
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Repeat this process for the remaining items in the address. Once you are 

done, you can print this letter. 

To start the next letter, you can replace Penelope with the next first 

name, and so on, until you have printed all your·Jetters. While this process 

is not completely automatic, it saves a Jot of time compared to that spent 

typing each Jetter from scratch. 
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0[0~£ 4 LETTERS Mac Write 

TO EUROPE ~.~ 
Apple ~ 

You have no doubt noticed that other countries use alphabets with special 

marks on some of the letters. Most typewriters and word processors don 't 

have the capability of handling these special letters, and we are sometimes 

forced to go ~ver a letter by hand to make it "look right." 

Fortunately, the Macintosh is an international machine, and MacWrite 

contains a fuJJ set of optional characters (accessed with the Option key) 

that let you spell your pen pal's name correctly. To see the characters you 

have available to you, pull down the Apple menu (the one shown by the 

little apple) and select the Key Caps item. Your screen wilt show the 

arrangement of keys on your keyboard. 
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~D Key Cops-

When you press the Option key, the layout wHl change to show a set of 

special characters that can be obtained with the help of the Option· key. 

Key Caps 

As you can see, the Option key gives you a~cess to many more characters. 

When you are done looking at these keyboard Jayouts, close the Key Caps 

window by clicking the mouse in the Httle box in the upper Jeft corner. 
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Though the Option keyboard shows the range of choices available to you, 

some fonts may offer more of these choices than others. Generally, you 

will find that com mon1y used fonts such as New Yort and Geneva wiH 

have ail the special characters you need. 

As it turns out, some of the Option characters are typed in conjunction 

with normal letters. and others stand by themselves. 

For example, suppose you wanted to write a letter to Francoise Andre and 

her brother juan Jose Brederblast. (There was a third brother who 

changed his name to juan Canon MUller and left the family home at an 

early age and was pursued for much of his life without ever being found. 

He became known as the juan who got away.) To type this letter, you 

would just type normally until you got to the f; in Franf;()ise. To make this 

character, you would hold down the Option key and press the c key. 
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Placing the accent on thee in Andre is a little trickier. After typing the r, 

you hold down the Option key and press the e key. Nothing wiJJ happen 

until you type another letter. If you now type e, an accented e will appear 

on the screen. 

• File Edit Search Format Font Style 

l::D Idea 4 

: .~ .......... 1... •... 1 ...•.. .1.?. ........... J ...•..• I ...•. ..I.~ •... I ...•... J .•••••• I ...•... l1 ... 1 ...•... J ...•... 1 ... , . ..l.~ •...•...•. is;·•···•···•·..l.~ •... l ....... l ...•... l ...•.. ,e12 
· mm 1~11 II I 1~1~1 II I~-l~~ ~~ = ~~~ ~ ~ 

2 0 March 1984 

My Dear Fran~oise Andre I 

~ 
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Other types of marks above letters (such as the tilde and the circumflex) 

are created in the same way: Type the appropriate Option key first, 

then type the Jetter to be accented. Other speciaJ characters are created by 

just typing the appropriate Option key ( e.K., Anastrom ) . 

.S File Edit Search Format Font Style 

:=o 
:- Idea 4 

; .~ .. 1 ...•... ! ...•... 1 ...... .1.? •... 1 ....... ! ....... 1 ...•.. .!.~ •... 1 ...•... ! ...•... 1 ...•. ..1."\ ... 1 ....... ! ...•... 1 ...•.. .!.~ •... 1 ...•. :t, .•... 1 ...•. ..J.fi. .... 1 ....... L .... 1 ...•.. ,1;? :Q: 
mm 1~11 II I lt==:ll~l II I m '.=I ~ t====l === = ~ ~ ~ ~ l~l~ll 
20 August 1984 

My Dear Fran~oise Andre, 

By now you have no doubt heard the tragic news about your brother juan 
--not juan one, but juan two. (I would be mortified at the thought that I 
would confuse one juan With the other. and so I trust you know that I was 
thinking of your recalcitrant juan Muller.) 

Please convey my regards to your brother. I am sorry if I have caused any 
grief, but it seems you always hurt the juan you love.! I 

:::::: 

~ 
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As you tinker with the characters made available through the use of the 

Option key, you will find that your foreign friends might write more often. 

And if you have a friend in Egypt, you might want to select the Cairo 

typeface: 

* File Edit Senrch Formnt Font Style 

;-o Idea 4 

:.~ .. 1 ...•.. 1. •... 1 ..•. ..1 .? •... 1 ...•... L •.. 1 ..•. ..! ~ •... 1 .•... 1.. •... 1 ...•. ..I .'L, .... I •. 1 ..•. ..!.~ •... 1 .• ·:1·• .. 1. .• I ~ •.. 1 ...• ~.~ .•... 1 ...•.. J} ~ 
l ~~ ~~E) -~~~mill 
i J:~=-a:~~ 1 T~~ !!l!li 
: Wv '';l;l 

c,._P .. --1:!5 6ti~r .,,.r? .. -..1 ,iii,, 

~~~t~~f~i~lf':~~~~~la!~a iillll 

w~~0 ~~=w-~~91a- fii.~ ... =~~1.~ ~cJ ~1.~tt 

Now, jf only your pen pals would respond jn EngUs.hl 
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D[Q)~£ 5 LETTERHEADS MacWrite 

-IF YOU CAN'T HAVE 

THE FONT YOU LOVE .•• 

No self -respecting business person would send out a letter typed on a 

naked sheet of paper. That lacks class and makes it look like you run a 

shoestring outfit. Fortunately, as long as you have your Macintosh, you can 

dispel the myth of poverty by sending Jetters written on wonderful 

letterheads of your own design. In fact, you can create new letterheads 

every week if you want. 

Font 

Style 

Edit 
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As any highly paid public relations expert will tell you. letterhead design 

(as part of your corporate "image") is a fine art (in other words, it costs 

be11ucoup bucks). WeH, using the various fonts and styles you have on 

the Macintosh, you can create interesting letterhead designs without 

spending much money at all. 

You must first think of a name for your company. Once you have done 

that, you should think about the name-is it forceful. techy, soft. sincere. 

flamboyant, and so on. Once you have made this decision. you are ready to 

start picking a typeface for your letterhead. Let's suppose that you are in 

the wood paneling business and you want to make your own letterhead. 

The best place to start is with the name of your company. 

38 

Wayne Scott 
Paneling Company 



• File Edit Search Format Font Style 

=o Idea 5 

Wayne Scott Paneling Company 
12 Plywood Drive, Sherwood Forest, IN 47678 

Notice that the name was typed in 24-point characters and that the 

address was left in the norma112-point type. It is often a good idea to 

draw attention to your company name by making it fairly large. 
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Of course, you may not want this particular typeface for your letterhead. 

The easiest way to experiment with different typefaces is to make severaJ 

copies of the letterhead text and to change each of them to a different font. 

Making copies of te:xt is fairly easy. First, you should select the text you 

want to copy and then select the Copy option from the Edit menu. 

Font Style 

Show Clipboard 
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Next, move the cursor to the end of the text and select the Paste option 

from the lidit menu. Each time you select Paste (or, alternatively, type 

Command V), another copy of the text wiH be appended to your docu

ment. 

neling Company 
orest, IN 47678 
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Once you have created a few copies of the text, change the first Hne of each 

sample to a different font. Some fonts wiJJ appeal to you right away, and 

others will look horrible. For our example, I think that the starting font 

(New Tort) looks just fine. 

ei File Edit Search Format Font Style 

i=D Idea 5 

~ Wayne Scott Paneling Company 
12 Plywood Drive, Sherwood Forest, IN 47678 

Wayne Scott Paneling Company 
12 Plywood Drive, Sherwood Forest, IN 47678 

Wayne Scott Paneling Company 
12 Plywood Drive, Sherwood Forest, IN 4 767 8 

Wayne Scott Paneling Company 
12 Plywood Drive, Sherwood Forest, IN 47675 

Wayne 8cott Patwlttu:J Com.panyl I 
12 Plvwood Drive Sherwood Forest IN 47678 
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Next, you can make some copies of the letterhead text with this font and 

try some of the Style options: Plain. Bold, Outline, Shadow-each of 

these lends a different character to the letterhead. I think I prefer the 

Shadow style myseJf. 

j File Edit Search Format Font Style 
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Wayne Scott Paneling Company ~ 
12 Plywood Drive, Sherwood Forest, IN 47678 

Wayne Scott Paneling Company 
12 Plywood Drive, Sherwood Forest, IN 47678 

w l1Yml® S©@tt tt lf»l11Dl® nm~ (C(O) m n» l11DlY 
12 Plywood Drive, Sherwood Forest, IN 47678 

Vfllyil'i ~~ctt.tt. lPfllil'iRAm1 Ccmm.~fllmy 
12 Plywood Drive, Sherwood Forest, IN 47678 
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V tBJ"~" l@tm1t 1t JP.ltn~(; RA~~ Ctm rm 1P> tn~y 
12 Plywood Drive, Sherwood Forest, IN 47678 

March 20, 1984 

Walter Walcarphet 
Flooring Services Corp. 
12 East Snavely Lane 
Brookside Heights, PA 25463 

Dear Walter, 

It was a great pleasure working with you to redecorate the birthplace of 
Attila the ~un. I think we really spiffed the place up a bit by ripping out 
that sleazy old wood and repla~ing it with our new Wonder Board'"' 
··-•---... ~ -----••-- Th~+ n111~ UAttr ...,., .. ,... ... 1lA'~ ..... •,.n.ttoTm ,.~rn~• .. ~~tt .... A.i....J •""~ 

After picking out the font and style for the first line of the letterhead, you 

can then repeat the process for the address Jine. Assuming you print your 

letters on high-quality paper. your letterheads can reflect the high quality 

of your business. 

I 
'l'',i 
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0[0@£ 6 FAREWELL, 

SWEET PRINTS 

Mac Write 

If you have been reading straight through to this point you wiH notice that 

I got so carried away with the creation of letters that I forgot to teH you 

how to print them! Of course. as you know from your Macintosh manuals, 

your printer is easy to use. and you probably have it under control at this 

point. StiJJ, I seem always to be finding out new things about the printer, 

so I thought a few words on this topic might be appropriate. 

When you are printing out letters and such, all you have to do is select 

Print from the File menu. Once you make this selection, you will see the 

following image on the screen. 
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Qunlity: 0High @ Stnndnrd 0 Drnft ( OK ) 
Page Range: @ Rll 0 From: D To: D 
Copies: D 
Paper Feed: ®Continuous 0 Cut Sheet ~ ( Cnncel ) 

Walter Walcarphet 
Flooring Services Corp . 
12 East Snavely Lane 
Brookside Heights, PA 25463 

Dear Walter, 

It was a great pleasure working with you to redecorate the birthplace of 
Attila the Hun. I think we really spiffed the place up a bit by ripping out 
that sleazy old wood and replacing it with our new WonderBoardnn 

The three options on the top line relate to print quality. High gives the 

highest-quality print but takes a long time to generate a document (first 

sample letter). Standard is great for drafts but is a tad on the light side 

(second sample letter). Draft doesn't even try to be pretty-just fast (third 
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\fliJU Sadtl.lPilUJUlq ColllPUlJ 
12 Plywood Drive, Sherwood Forest, IN 47678 

March 20, 1984 

Walter Walcarphet 
Flooring Services Corp. 
12 East Snavely Lane 
Brookside Heights, PA 25463 

Dear Walter, 

It was a great pleasure working with you to redecorate the birthplace of 
Attila the Hun. I think we really spiffed the place up a bit by ripping out 
that sleazy old wood and replacing it with our new WonderBoard"' 
wainscot paneling. That, plus your plush MagicPiJe"' carpet really did the 
trick. 

Now, for our ne.rl job, I was trunking of bidding on the contract to panel 
the Lincoln Memorial. OUr limed oak would look good against the marble, 
and your custom carpeting with the prints of Linooln bead pennies would 
be appropriate. I think people would just love it, don't you? 

Yours in rebuilding the world, 

Wayne Scott 
(remember, its not wainscot paneling if it isn't from Wayne Scotti) 
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VtnJID® ~©©itit lPJtniD®llA~~ (C©!m~!!lmlJ 
12 Plywood Drive~ Sherwood Forest) IN 476 76 

lviarch 20~ 1984 

Walter Walcarphet 
Flooring Servi<:es Corp. 
12 East. Snavely Lane 
Brookside Heights~ P.r.~ 2:,,463 

It was a great. pleasure worl{ing ~~\lith you b,) rede(:orat.e t11e birthr. .. tace of 
.,AJ.tHa tl1e Hun. I think v.1e really spiffe(l tlle plc:v.:e up a bit by ripping out. 
that sleazy old wood and repladng it. ~.,..lith our ne~,v ~NonderBoardlln 
wainscot paneling. That .. plus your plush Jo ••• ·Iagic:Pile1

m carpet really did the 
trid{. 

Now) for our next job .. I ~#as tllinking of bidding on the contract tx) panel 
the Lincoln Metnorial. Our litned oak '1\1ould lool~ good against the rnarble .. 
and your custorn <:arpeting '\t\litll the prints of Lincoln head pennies 'A:rould 
be appropriate. I tl1ink people ~A:rould just. love it .. don't you'? 

Yours in rebuilding the v.lorldl 

V~ayne Scott 
(renlernber .. its not Vv"ains<:ot paneling if it..isn 't fron1 Vv'ayne Scott!) 



Wayne Scott 

12 Plywood Drive, Sherwood 

March 20, 1984 

Walter Walcarphet 

Flooring Serv i ceE. Corp. 

12 East Snavely lane 

Brooks i de He i gh t s , PA 25463 

Dear Walter, 

Paneling 

Forest, IN 47678 

Company 

It was a great p lea~.ure working ~Ji th you to redecorate the bi rthp 1 ace of 

Attila the Hun. I think we really spiffed the place up a bit by ripping out 

that sleazy old woc•d and replacing it with our new WonderBoard 

wainscot paneling. That, plus your plush t1agicPih carpet rea 11 y did the 

trick. 

NC'JJ, for our next job, I wa~. thinking of bidding on the contract to panel 

the lincoln Memorial. Our 1 imed oak would look good against the marble, 

and your custcm carpeting with the print~. of lincoln head pennies would 

be appropriate. I think people would just love it,don't you? 

Yours i n r e bu i 1 d i n g the wor 1 d, 

Wayne Scott 

(remember, it~.not wainscc•t paneling ifiti~.n'tfrcrn Wayne Scott~) 
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sample letter). Draft quality is OK when you need to proofread a long 

document, but it doesn't let you know which words are in itaJics, and 

symbols tend to disappear. 

For printing letters (especially with your built-in letterhead), you wiJJ 

aJways pick the High quality option and then cJick your mouse in the box 

marked OK. If you want to print more than one copy of your document, 

just select the 1 in the Copies box and replace it with the number of copies 

you want to print. When making multiple copies. especially of long 

documents, your computer wiH be tied up for a while as each copy is 

printed. Also, you wiU wear out your ribbon if you print lots of copies. 

The Mac is terrific for creating original documents, but it isn't the world's 

best copying machine. 

Quality: OHigh @Standard () Llraft OK 

Page Range: @ Rll ()From: D To: D 
Copies: 

) 

EJ 
Paper Feed: @ Continuous 0 Cut Sheet (cancel) 
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The Page Range portion of the Print function is worth explaining. 

Normally you will print the entire document. But sometimes you just need 

to print a page or two. Suppose you have just finished printing a lengthy 

tome on charitable contributions to aid the Venetian Blind and you 

discovered that you misspelled eleemosyn11r_y (go ahead, look it up) on 

page 13. Rather than reprint the entire document, you can simply reprint 

page 13. To do this, enter 13 in the From box and 13 in the To box: 

Quality: C) High C!) Standard () Uraft OK 

Page Range: ( ) All (!) From: [.!I] To: [.!I] 
Copies: 

) 

D 
Paper Feed: (~) Continuous () Cut Sheet ( Cancel ] 

Now when you select OK, your printer will print only page 13. 

One other subtlety of this feature needs explaining. The numbers we put 

in the From and To boxes tell us the page range of the document we have 

in memory at that time. In other words, in our example, we will print the 

t.hirteent.h page of the document. This page may or may not be 

numbered (we discuss that later), and its number may or may not be 13. 
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Your Imagewriter printer can handle both cut-sheet or continuous (fan

fold) paper. The bottom line of the Print screen lets you select which you 

are using. 

You will find that your most recent printer settings will be remembered by 

MacWrite (except for the number of copies and page range), so you usually 

don •t have to make changes to this screen. 

Paper: 0 US Letter 

0 US Legal 

Orientation: 0 Tall 

0 R4 Letter ( OK J 
0 International Fanfold 

0 Tall Rdjusted 0 Wide ( Cancel ) 

Now you may be a lawyer or someone who got a good deaJ on some funny

sized paper. If this is the case, you will also want to let your printer know 

that you aren't printing on standard 8 l/2-by-11-inch paper. Changes of 

this sort are aJso handled through the Pile menu using the Paae ~etup 

function. Once this function is selected, you will see on the following image 

on the screen. 
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Idea 6 

Paper: @US Letter 0 R4 Letter ( OK ) 

~M~:~;~;:~n~:~:~,t~i1o~:~~~:~s~~~e~:~an~':==
0

~o=
1 

;~:~~~~r~~~:J~~ ~~
0

s~~~:~~~r n~n=f;~·~~=id~e===(~~c~an~c~e~l~)~ijl·lli 
Walter Walcarphet 
Flooring Services Corp. 
12 East Snavely Lane 
Brookside Heights, PA 25463 

Dear Walter, 

It was a great pleasure working with you to redecorate the birthplace of 
Attila the Hun. I think we really spi!fed the place up a bit by ripping out 
that sleazy old wood and replacing it with our new WonderBoard"" 

. . . 

The normal setting is for traditional 8 1 /2-by-11-inch paper (US Letter). 

By clicking your mouse in the right circle or word, you can change the 

paper size setting. Once you have approved of the change (by clicking your 

mouse in the 01: box), your document wiJl be reformatted on the screen to 

let you see what it will look like when printed. 

1\ll!l 

111;;1 
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The orientation line can be changed to produce some special features. but 

we will discuss these later on. For now. you wiH probably want to leave 

the orientation selection at Tall 

Changes to Paae Setup are remembered automaticaHy. If your documents 

are being printed in the "wrong" size, you probably forgot to change the 

Paae Setup settings. 
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O[Q)~£ 7 PLACE SETTINGS Mac Write 

It finaHy happened. You have decided to get married. and your 

prospective in-laws are coming over for dinner. WeB, obviously. you want 

them to think you are cJassy. so what better way to convey this image than 

by throwing a formal dinner party? 

To be really chic. you will need to borrow some good wine bottles to hold 

your jug wine. and you may want to have someone help you throw out all 

your old Chicken Licken wrappers. Even after you have prepared your 

menu, scraped the candle wax off the floor. caught your trout. and shot 

your pheasant. you stiH have-some golden opportunities to impress your 

guests as they have never been impressed before. 

Font 

Style 

Print 
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You can use your Macintosh to make custom place markers and custom 

menus. Woweet 

Making place markers is a snap. AH you have to do is seJect the 24-point 

London font and type the names, leaving several Returns for vertical 

space between them. 

mt.Joekiiottt 

After printing these place markers, cut them out (use blunt scissors so you 

don't hurt yourself) and fold them in two so they stand up. 
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Next. for the extra touch. create a personalized menu for each person. 

Choose your font and size carefuUy for the maximum effect. I prefer 

14-point Venice myseJf, but feel free to choose your own favorite. 

When your menu is complete, print each personalized copy on high-quality 

paper and make sure your guests know they can take it home to glue in 

their scrapbook. 

I guarantee that yours will be a meal they'H never forgett 

Menu for Miss Muffin Tynn 
Appetizer 
Creme cheese flambe on saltines 
Liver pite on aackers de Ritz 
Soup 
fzeme de mushroom a Ja Campbell 
Entree 
Peanut pate sandwich with 
Romaine lettuce en Croissant 
Dessert 
Les Twinkies au jell-0 
Beverages 
Vin maison: Thunderbird, 1984 
Milk glace au c.hocolat 
eare 
Cognac de Ia Vallee de Napa 
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~~------------------------------~)( 

Appet.izer-
C.-eme cheese .Jlalllfli on su£tines 
Lilfer- pi.te on. cr-acfter-s de R.itz 

Sou.p 
C.-etne de m.ush.~oo1n U. Ia Ca.IJI.p&BU 

En.t~ee 

Pean.u.t pU.te su.nclwich. with. 
R.oma.tne lettuce en Cr-oissu.nt 

Dessert 
.Les Twinliries u.u. JeU-0 

Belfer-"9es 
Pin tnGison.: Th.u.nde.-&i.l"&t, l 9 84 

nutt. IJla.&i 11-U. cfwcolu.t 
Cafe 

COIJIIGC de [a 11a.Uee de Na.pa. 



O[Q)[~£ 8 WRITING Mac Write 

POETRY 

The message conveyed by a poem can He as much in its appearance on the 

page as it can in its words. MacWrite is a wonderful tool for poets, simply 

because it lets you experiment with the placement of words on the page, as 

well as with the typeface you are using. To show how you can showcase 

your own poetry to its best advantage, we wHl use the second stanza of a 

poem by e. e. cummings. 

somewhere i have never travelled,gladly beyond 
any experience,your eyes have their silence: 
in your most frail gesture are things which enclose me, 
or which i cannot touch because they are too near 

your slightest look easily will unclose me 
though i have closed myself as fingers, 
you open always petal by petal myself as Spring opens 
(touching skilfully ,mysteriously )her first rose 

--e. e. cummings 

Style 

Font 
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~ l:lili your slightest look 
easily Will unclose me 
though i have 
closed 
myself as fingers, 
you open 
always 
petal by petal 
myself as Spring 
opens 
(touching sk1lfully, 
mysteriously) 
her first rose 
I 

After you have read the poem, I would like to direct your attention to the 

ruler at the top of the screen. MacWrite uses rulers to set the format of 

your documents. When you first start to create a MacWrite document, the 

ruler is set up for the creation of single-spaced text with what is called 

"ragged right" justification. AU ragged right means is that the first letter of 

each Jine Jines up with the first Jetters of the other Jines and the Jast Jetter 

of each Hne ends up wherever you leave it. This makes the right edge of 

the page of text ragged. If you look at the row of four boxes between 

inches 5 and 7, you wiH see that the first box is black, showing that it has 

been selected. 

60 
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These four boxes are used to select any of four alignment options: ragged 

right, centered, ragged left, and full justified. The next two iHustrations 

show the appearance of our poem in ragged left and centered text. 

* File Edit Search Format Font Style 
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1!11'1 

'ill!' 

your slightest look 
eastl y Will unclose me 

though i have 
closed 

myself as fingers, 
you open 

always 
petal by petal 

myself ass~;!~~ ,.,:J 

(touching skilfully, !l!!il 

~:rs~;~~~~'!) !·!!:, 
j4 

~ 
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Because we used a Return at the end of each line in the poem, we cannot . 
see the result of fuJJ justification, but we wiH explore that later on. 

• File Edit Search Format Font Style 
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: ~ ~ 11~11 ~ s ~ li~il ~ 
! your shgh test look ~ 

eas11y Wlll unclose me 
though 1 have 

' 
. 

: closed 
myself as fingers. 

: you open : 

always 
: petal by petal 

myself as Spnng 
opens 

(touching skilfully, 
: 

: 
mysten ously ) 

: her !1rst rose 
: I 
: 

' ,,., , ,. ,. · -·. · . . .. , / •' " 
., 

I find the centered text to be particularly attractive for this poem, but I 

would rather use another typeface. Here is the cummings quote again, 

printed in 18-point Venice. 
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~u,~ stL9htest lou~ 
a:as~ wiU Ut1dose me tfw. t, faa,~ 

dosat 
tnyself as fUKJers, 

1JOU open 
aLways 

petal &y pdat 
tnyself as Sp~ 

opens 
(toucfiUuJ sFt.itfuUy, 

tnystuioust9) 
her fi,"t rose 
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Here is the entire poem, printed exactly as e. e. cummings wrote it: 

64 

somewhere i have never travelled~ gladly beyond 
any experience.your eyes have their silence: 
in your most frail gesture are things which enclose me. 
or which i cannot touch because they are too near 

your slightest look easily will unclose me 
though i have closed myself as fingers, 
you open always petal by petal myself as Spring opens · 
(touching skilfully~ mysteriously)her first rose 

or if your wish to be close to me.i and 
my life shut very beautifully.suddenly. 
as when the heart of this flower imagines 
the snow carefully everywhere descending; 

nothing which we are to perceive in this world equals 
the power of your intense frugility:whose texture 
compels me with the colour of its countries. 
rendering death and forever with each breathing 

(i do not know what it is about you that closes 
and opens;only something in me understands 
the voice of your eyes is deeper than all roses) 
nobody,not even the rain.has such small hands 



DC0~& 9 THE WEDDING MacWrite 

INVITATION 

Style 

I Print ~ 

Your poems have cast their spell, and the time has come to tie the knot. 

What with the expenses associated with marriage being so high, you should 

be expected to save some money somewhere. But inexpensive needn't be 

tacky. You can use your Macintosh to create stunning wedding invitations. 

As with the poetry example, centered text with the Venice font is quite 

attractive. 
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Dr-. and nr-s. Peyton Saints 
ar-e pleased to f tnaUy announce 

the mar-r-i.aqe o.f thei.r- [ast da~hter

Wendy 8ai.nts 
to 

Dr-. Ron D. Vous 
at 

'Tite f'it·st Church of What's Happenitu3 Notv 
1237 Urn 

Expandable, Wisconstn 
on 

ApriL 15, 1984, 3 Pn 

R.S.V.P. 
Send M.oney 

To make your invitations look their best, print them out using 24-point 

type and then have your printer reduce the original by 50 percent when 

printing it. This will have the effect of diminishing the "jaggies" on your 

characters. 
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0[Q)[~£ 10 THE AWARD Mac Write 

There is always a special occasion that deserves celebration. Perhaps you 

survived an entire Christmas party without being yeJled at by your Aunt 

Edna, or perhaps your secretary has finally, after three years, learned to 

spell your name correctly. I'm sure that on any given day, you can single 

out at least one person who deserves recognition for some steJlar 

accomplishment. 

With so much to celebrate, you obviously don't want to have to spend 

money on a gift, so what better gift to give than a personalized certificate 

of merit, suitable for framing? And just how is this splendiferous docu

ment to be created, you ask? On the Mac, of course. 

The best approach is to type in the contents of the award, proofread it for 

errors, and then change the typeface and size as appropriate. If you are in 

the habit of giving out a lot of awards, you may want to keep much of your 

award the same and just change the personal material. 

I]@ 

Font 

Style 
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Remember, when composing your text, lesser accomplishments deserve 

even more flowery praise. 

68 

Be it known that on the 24th of March~ in the year of Our Lord 
1984, our noble and trusted errand person~ 

Did in fact, and in the presence of several Witnesses, 

walk and chew gum at tbe same time_ 

In honor of this Dlt.JDJentt.JUS occasion, through the powers 
vested in me~ I hereby present and proclaim as the only true and 

official record of this feat, 

Be it here enacted~ by my signature below, that this award is 
conveyed to the recipient in lieu of his being dismissed for goofing 

off on company time. 



----------------------------~ 

0[Q)[~£ 11 HEAD OVER MacWrite 

HEELS OVER HEADERS 

AND FOOTERS 

So far, all our documents have been about one page long_ If you are 

interested in creating longer documents {and who isn't?), you probably 

would like a way to number your pages. Furthermore, you would probably 

like the option of numbering your pages at the top or at the bottom, and, if 

you are a legal eagle, you would like a place on each page for someone to 

witness that he or she read the contents or to notify the reader that the 

contents are confidential, or the Jike. In other words, you need to learn 

how to create page headers and footers. 

Headers and footers are valuahle even without any text on them because 

they Jet you set the vertical margins for the page. This is important when 

you don't want text to appear too close to the top of a page or too near the 

bottom. For example, creative use of headers and footers (and double 

spacing) can let you turn that 15 -page report into a 20-page tome-far 

more impressive- without adding a single line of text. 

lJlJ 

Format 

Style 
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But enough of the practicaJ rationale. How do we do it? 

If you pull down the Format menu, you wiH see an entry caJled Show 

Header. Selecting this option will cause a header window to be shown on 

the screen. 

* File Edit Seorch format font Style 

Heoder 
mJ 
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This window looks like an ordinary text window. except that above the 

ruler there are three special marks. The mark to the left (the one with the 

# sign in it) stands for page number, the center mark with the numbers in 
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it is a date marker, and the clock face to the right is a time-o,f-day marker. 

These markers can be used in conjunction with text to set up your header 

for your document. 

For example, let's suppose you are an inventor and you want to create an 

invention disclosure form using your Macintosh. Information that you 

might want on each page of your invention disclosure would include the 

date and time of creation, page numbers, and space for you to sign each 

page and have it witnessed. We will put the signing and witnessing 

information in the footer and the rest of the information in the header. 

First, we will enter the text associated with the header just as you would in 

the main text window. You can use the ruler to adjust margins, spacing, 

centering, and so on, just as you would normaJfy. 

j file Edit Seorch formot Font Style 

Heoder 
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Next, we will pull the page number icon down from the ruler to reside next 

to the word page and bring the date and time-of -day markers down to 

their respective positions in the same manner. To move a marker, just 

point at it with the mouse, hold the mouse button down, and drag the 

marker to its resting place. You may want to add a few Returns to give 

some space between the bottom of the header and the first Jine of text on 

the page. 

• File Edit Search Format Font Style 
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Now that the header is finished, click the mouse button in the normaJ teit 

window to make the header appear in its proper place on the screen. As 

you will see, the header will be shown in its proper position above the text 

window, with aJl the numbers filled in automaticaHy! 

Next, pick the Show Footer option from the For mat menu. Once again 

you are shown a special text window complete with its own ruler and set of 

special symbols. For our footer, we wiJJ provide room for two signatures. 

First, enter a few Returns to provide space below the last line of text on 

the page, then enter the text you would like to have appear at the bottom 

of each page. 

* File Edit Seorch formot font Style 
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Witnessed and understood: Submi t ted by : 

Date: Dat e: 
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Once you have completed this task, click your mouse in the normal text 

window to make the footer appear in its normal place. 

Headers and footers are quite valuable additions to your documents. But 

sometimes you don't want to have them appear on the first page of a 

document. In this case you can select Title Paae from the Format menu 

to supress the printing of header and footer teit on this page. 
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Improved Method for Transmuting 

Lead into Gold 

Introduction: Previous methods of transmuting lead into gold have 

relied on certain magical techniques that have eluded reproductJon 1n a 

sufficiently wide scale to allow the process to be commercially viable 



The easiest way I bave found to edit headers and footers is to select Bide 

Header and then Show Header from the Format menu to make the 

header window visible. 

Through the creation of several standard sets of headers and footers, you 

can create a series of blank forms to use with your business. Each of these 

forms should be kept in a separate file to simplify the creation of standard 

documents. 
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Improved Transn1uting 

ld 

Introduction: Prevtous methods of transmuttng lead tnto gold have 

relied on certatn magtcal techniques that have eluded reproductton 1n a 

sufficiently wtde scale to allow the process to be commercially vtable 

A document with headers and footers appears on the next page. 
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Invention Disclosure 
Page 1 
Date August 2. 1984 

Confidential! 

Time 12:40 PM 

Improved Method for Transmuting 

Lead into Gold 

Introduction: Previous methods of transmuting lead into gold have 

relied on certain magical techniques that have eluded reproduction in a 

sufficiently wide scale to allow the process to be com merciaJly viable. 

The present technique relies on magical techniques generally well known 

in the state of the art, but is unique in that the transmutation apparatus is 

provided with several of the beam deflector circuits previously used in the 

transformation of sow·s ears into silk (see US 3,456,789). The extraction of 

the appropriate essential energy needed to effect the transmutation is 

performed in the accepter chamber denoted by areas 1 through 7 in Figure 

1. The lead is placed on a conveyor ( 14) and conveyed by normal 

conveyance means that include, but are not limited to, the movement of 

said lead through the motion of a webbed belt under the motive power of 

Witnessed and understood: Submitted by: 

Date: ___ _ Date: ___ _ 



0[Q)[~£ 12 THE RESUME Mac Write 

Getting fed up with your old job? Time to dust off the old resume and 

make a few well-placed phone calls. The only problem is that there are a 

lot of people in the market for a new job, and you need to find one way to 

stand out from the crowd. Now I'm no expert at getting jobs, but a lot of 

resumes cross my desk, and I know which ones I like to read. 

To start with, you should write your resume with the intention of capturing 

your reader's attention in 15 seconds. If you haven't captured his or her 

interest in that amount of time, you may move to the bottom of the pile. 

Format 

Style 
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Your Macintosh and a good job-finding book (such as 1Yh11t t..olor Is Your 

P11r11cbute?) should put you well on the road to getting a new job. As 

with other letters, your resume should make tasteful use of fonts and avoid 

being garish. Also, your text should be upbeat and stress your Jlctivities, 

not your intentions. In other words, use action words wherever possible. 

Words like directed, developed, sold, and JIJIIDIIged are good words to 

use, while words Jite Jl.fsisted, contributed, pllln.Ded, and helped 

should be avoided whenever possible. 

You want to convey a sense of energy and willingness to tackle a job that 

will make the personnel director caJl you in for anJnterview immediately. 

Your cover letter can help your resume, but it shouldn't be a replacement 

for it. The things to stress in your cover Jetter are your specific job skills 

that are relevant to the company to which you are applying. Also, you 

should suggest a specific job interview date and folJow up with a phone call 

once you are sure your resume has been received. 

Also, if you are going to title your document R6suaae, don't be tacky and 

call it "Resume· insteadl 

As with poetry, page layout can be important. You should get your main 

attributes and accomplishments on the first sheet of paper and save the 

boilerplate background information for later. 
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Creative use of margins can help unclutter your page layout. The following 

resume is off to a good start, insofar as the te1t is concerned, but its layout 

is uninspired. 
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Resume for 
Helen Wheels, Ph .D. Chalk Sciences 
13 13 Rod Lane 
Speedway, KY 367~9 

Objective: 

• 

Senior management position in major chalkboard firm . 

Recent accomplishments: 
1. Developed tbe AutoErase blackboard, now installed in several major 
government buildings. 

2. Managed succesful effort to develop "squeak.less" chalk. for school 
market. 

Start by inserting a ruler in the line foJJowing your name and address. This 

wiU aJJow you to center this information and leave the rest of the telt in 

the normal ragged-right justification. When you have more than one ruler 

in a document, ruler settings affect aU the te1t up to the ne:rt ruler. Also, 

whenever you insert a new ruler, the new ruler is a copy of the one that 

preceded it. 

. HHH 

i 
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You can, of course, change each ruler setting independently of the others. 
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; Resume for mm 

HH1l 

~~ ~[§]G ~~~- Iiiii! 
Objective: 11!111 

Senior management position in major chalkboard firm . 111i11 

Recent accomplishments: !i!'!i 
1. Developed the AutoErase blackboard, now installed in several major llllll 
government buildings.! ~ 

, , oJu .n 

If you look at the left margin marker on the new ruler we inserted, you 

will see that it consists of two parts. Oicking the mouse while pointing at 

the marker will Jet you grab one of them. The position of the long marker 

determines the location of the first line of a paragraph, and the black 

triangle sets the position of the remaining Jines of the paragraph. For 
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resumes it is usually a good idea to inset the body of the paragraph from 

its first line-especially when ticking off accomplishments. As you number 

each accomplishment, press the Tab .key to jump to the beginning 9f your 

text line, and all remaining text will be perfectly aligned with the first line. 

(Personnel managers Ji.ke people who pay attention to detail.) 
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Objective: ;.:.;.:.;; 

Senior management position in major chalkboard firm. 

Recent accomplishments: 
1. Developed the AutoErase blackboard, now installed in several major 

government buildings. 

2. 

3. 

Managed succesful effort to develop "squeakless" chalk for school 
market. 

With these few pointers, you wiJl be welt on your way to creating an 

irresistible resume. Then you will have to develop a tactful form letter to 

turn down aJI those job offers you won't be able to accept! 

~ 
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MacWrite O[Q)@£ 13 OUTLINES 

--- - ---------------------

A good outline is often the key to a successful report. The layout of an 

outline can help you organize your thoughts and point out gaps in your 

presentation. 

A key to good outlining technique is the nesting of different levels of detail. 

Through the use of different type styles and indentation, your Macintosh 

makes a perfect outlining tool. Your first step should be to set up several 

tab stops on the ruler at half -inch increments. To set up a tab, simply move 

the cursor into the ruler box containing the white triangles and pick up a 

tab marker by holding down the mouse button. Drag the marker to the 

desired place on the ruler and release the button. 

Once your tabs are set up, you are ready to start your outline. If you want, 

you can start with Roman numerals for the first level, capital letters for the 
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second, Arabic numbers for the third, and lowercase letters for the fourth. 

This method works weU with any typewriter or word processing system, 

but on the Macintosh you can aJso use different type styles to indicate 

which level of the outJine you are at. As with outlines created with other 

tools, your major way of denoting levels wiH be the use of indentation. To 

reach the desired indentation level, press the Tab key untH the text cursor 

is at the desired starting place. 

a 
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I. Background lntormauon 

A. Geography of entire region 

B. Geography of local area 

1. Mountains around Anchorage 

2. Local valleys 

c. Native residents 

D. Migrants from the lower 46 states 

II. Business Opportunities in Selling Refrigerators to Eskimos 

A. Refrigeration needs of hunters and fishermen I 

After you've written your report, you can edit your outJine and turn it into 

your table of contents. 
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O[Q)§£ 14 SHORT MacWrite 

REPORTS Apple 

MacWrite is tailor-made for the preparation of short reports. In fact, you 

can create single-spaced reports up to a length of about 1 0 pages or so 

without running out of storage space in the computer. 

When creating your report, you might want to start by setting up your 

header to show the page number and leaving the footer blank. By putting 

a few Returns in the header and footer, you can set the vertical margins to 

suit your taste. 

1]~ 

[i] 
Edit 

Format 
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As for the text itself, the majn ruler should be set for 1 1/2 spacing (the 

middle spacing option on the ruler). This produces teit that is easy to read 

and also lets you reserve single spacing for quotations from other books or 

reports. Section headings should be in boldface type, and the title might be 

set in 24-point type on a page by itself. To place text on a page by itself, 

select the Insert Paae Breat: option from the Format menu. This inserts 

eiactly enough space to start you on a fresh page. Even if you add or 

delete teit before the page break, it will readjust its space automatically. 

86 
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Refrigerator Sales to Alaska 

Colstu Newcastle 
Redundant Products Division 



If you do include quoted material, you may want to indent this mate~ial by 

l inch as well as enter it with the single space option from the ruler. To do 

this, you need to insert a new ruler before entering your teit. 

(There is no truth to the rumor that you should restrict your report to four 

quotes simply because that is a gallon.) 
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refrigerator . For example, it is unlikely that they presently have a special ~ 
D 
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Alice looked on with great mterest as the King took an jjjjjj 
enormous memorandum book out of his pocket, and began i!i!il 
writing . A sudden thought struck her, and she took hold of the !iii!! 
end or the pencil, which came some way over his shoulder, and A 
began writing for him. ~ 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 :i:iii 
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~~ ~~E) ~~~~ ili:il 

Now I know this may not be an obviously valuable quotation, but if you let ~ 
~ other people write orders for you, will they order your refrigerators? I 
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As you are writing your report, you may wonder if you are running out of 

storage space for your document. The easy way to find out is to select the 

About Mac\Vrite item from the Apple menu (the entry shaped like an 

apple). 

file Edit Search format font Style 
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refrigerator . For example, it is unlikely that they presently have a special 

heated banana compartment to keep their bananas warm When they are 

put in 
MacWrite, the Macintosh Word Processor 

Written by Randy Wigginton, Ed Ruder, ond 
Don Breuner of Encore Systems. 

Uersion 1.0 
Memory free: 87% 

Memory used: 13o;'o 

+ .. l.. .. o .... l.. ... ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:;=~~~~~ ... l.. .. o . ... l.! 

~ QEl I 11~11 I 11§§111-=-11-=11=--1 
Now I know this may not be an obviously valuable quotation, but if you let 

other tors? 
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This selection Jets you .know the percentage of space left for your 

document. If you have Jess than 20 percent of your space left, you should 

save your document and oontinue your report in a fresh document. We 

show how to do this later. 

Sometimes you may find that you still have space to add more material to 

your document but you can't print it out. The solution to this problem is to 

cut out the last page or so of your document (using the Cut command in 

the Edit menu), save your trimmed document, Paste your '"cutting" into a 

new document, and reload your original document for printing. 

If you are watching your memory space, this problem should rarely occur. 
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Mac Write 0[Q)[~& 15 REPORT COVERS 

You can't judge a book by its cover, but sometimes your boss can. There 

are many ways to make your report appear more cJassy just by paying 

attention to the cover page. 

For example, if your report is going to be enclosed in a folder with a 

cut-out window, arrange the title page so that the report title 1nd your 

name are perfectly framed by the window. This may take some 

adjustment of the margins and type size, but it can produce very attractive 

results. 
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Selling Refrigerators 

to Eskimos: 

The Cold Facts 

Col stu Newcastle 

I 

If your report will be presented with a transparent plastic cover, you can 

use your cover space more freely. Don't get carried away with pretty fonts 

-stick to typefaces that are easy to read and that present an image that is 

in concert with the subject of your report and the tone of your oompany. 
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Tbe COld Fact~~ 

Colstu Newcastle ~ 
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D[Q)~£ 16 LONG Mac Write 

REPORTS 

Let's face it, some of us are more long-winded than others, and when it 

comes to describing the use of volcanic ash as "hamburger helper," we just 

need more space than MacWrite gives us for a single document. 

Fortunately, aU is not lost. When you get to the end of one portion of your 

document (and you are Jow on space), you can save this document on your 

disk and, usit)g the same headers and footers, continue the treatise on a 

new document. 

·~lllllr.l~------~ 
1 nsert Huler 
Hide Rulers 
Open Header 
Open Footer 
Display Head~rs 
Display Footers 
Set Page# ... 
1 nsert Page Break: 
Title Page 

Format 
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Of course, there is the issue of page numbering. Because your pages are 

numbered automatically, you need to have a way to renumber the first 

page of a document so that the numbers continue from where you stopped 

with the previous document. This is achieved through the Set Paae # 

command in the Format menu. 

New page number? !Bill 
( OK ) ( Cancel ) 

just set the starting page number to the correct value, and no one wiJJ ever 

be able to tell that your report was pieced together from several MacWrite 

documents. 



O[Q)@£ 17 MERGING MacWrite 

DOCUMENTS Edit J 

just as you may want to create a document that is quite long, often you will 

want to merge some text from one document in with another. The easiest 

way to accomplish this is to load the document containing the text to be 

copied, select. the text to be copied, and choose the Copy option from the 

Edit menu. Let's use this section of our report from Idea 14: 

refrigerator. For example, it is unlikely that they presently have a special 

heated banana compartment to keep their bananas warm when they are 

put in the refrigerator. Furthermore, in the words of Lewis Carroll: 

AHce looked on with great interest as the King took an 
enormous me11,1orandum book out of his pocket, and began 
writing. A sudden thought struck her, and she took hold of the 
end of the pencil, which came some way over his shoulder, and 
began writing for him. 
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Now I know this may not be an obviously valuable quotation. but. if you let 

When the text is copied, you can close this document and load the docu

ment into which this text is to be inserted. At any time, you can see the 

text that you have copied by selecting the Show Clipboard option from 

the Edit menu. 
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Once your new document is on the screen, place the cursor where the text 

is to be inserted and select the Paste option from the Bdit menu. 

Font Style 

Idea 17 

this perioci, one of tlH~ le!:;ser knov,rn 

Tc· <:late, no great 11terary 

Alice lookeci on witli great interest as tJ1e King took an E:-n orrncu~. 

memorandum l)ook out of l1is pock~S>t, ancl t·egan '"lritmg A sudden 

thought struck lH~r, ancl she toe·}~ hold of the end of tlie pencil .. \o\Tliic i·J. car{LE! 

some way over his ~;boulder, ami began writmg for hun . 

Notice that unless you have copied a ruler along with the text, your copied 

text wiH assume the format of the new document. You can, of course, 

change this by inserting a ruler in front of this text and setting the format 

to your liking. 
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By having a good collection of "catch .. phrases in your library, you should 

be able to create a powerful report with almost no original effort on your 

part. As Bach is reported to have said, "Invention is nothing more than 

undetected plagiarism ... 

The Cut, Copy, and Paste features of the Edit menu are quite powerful in 

that they let you move text from place to place within a single document as 

well as from one document to another. 
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O[Q)@£ 18 ILLUSTRATED Mac Write 

REPORTS Selection Box ~ 

AJI text and no pictures can make reports duJl. One of MacWrite's advan

tages is that ~t Jets you incorporate pictures created with MacPaint into 

your documents. Before you rush to fill your text documents with pictures, 

however, be aware that pictures take up Jots of memory, and sometimes 

the best way to bring pictures into a document is to leave blank pages in 

your text where the pictures are to appear and then, after printing out 

your MacWrite document, replace these blank pages with your separately 

printed MacPaint pictures. 

Edit 
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I realize that this style of merging pictures with text lacks class for the true 

Mac wizard. It means, among other things, that your report wm be split 

between the text portion and one (or several) picture files. 

So, jf you want to be a Mac purist, here is the easy way to merge pictures 

with your text. 

First, you have to have a picture to merge. (We discuss picture creation in 

Chapter 4.) Once the picture is on the display screen, use the Selection 

Boi to select the portion you want to merge with your document. 

• file Edit Goodies Font FontSize Style 
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Your selection should then be copied using the same Copy function you 

expect to find in the MacWrite Bdit menu. 

Cut :3€H 
Copy :#;C 
Paste ~ll 

Clear 

I nuert 
Fill 
Trac:e Edges ~E 

Flip Horizontal 
Flip llertic:al 
Rotate 
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Next, close MacPaint and load the MacWrite document into which your 

picture is to be copied, select the insertion point for the picture, and select 

the Paste option from the Edit menu. Voili, your picture has now been 

inserted in with your text. 
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or course, the projected sales for 19~5 show a slight downturn. If you look 
at the preceding sales figures, however, the implications of this graph are 
not so severe: 

79 ~0 ~1 ~2 ~3 ~4 55 
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If you do not like the horizontal location of the picture on the page, you can 

select it by "clicking" it with the mouse. This puts a box around the picture. 

If you hold the mouse button down while pointing to the left or right edge 

of this box, you can drag the picture to any horizontal position you want. 

j File Edit Search Format Font Style 
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Of course, the proJected sales for 1985 show a slight downturn. If you look 
at the preceding sales figures, however, the implications of this graph are 
not so severe: 
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Also, if the picture isn't the right size, you can shrink or expand it to your 

heart's content. The way to do this entails placing the cursor in one of the 

three small black boxes at the bottom of the box. Selecting the middle box 

(by pointing at it and holding the mouse button down) lets you stretch or 

compress the vertical size of the picture. 
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Of course, the projected sales for 1 9~5 show a slight downturn . If you look 
at the preceding sales figures, however, the implications of this graph are 
not so severe: 
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If you select the small box on the left or right side, you can stretch or 

shrink your picture both up and down and in the direction of the 

corresponding edge you have selected. 
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Of course, the projected sales for 1 9~5 show a slight. downturn. If you look 
at the preceding sales figures, however, the implications ol this graph are 
not so severe: 

79 00 61 0 J 03 64 65 

There is no question that small inserted pictures wUJ make your documents 

look quite classy. just be sure that the result is worth all tbe effort. 
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Mac Write O[Q)@£ 19 TURNING THE 

TABLES ON NUMBERS 

Many business people are impressed by numbers. No matter what textual 

information you may have in your report, they want the "cold hard facts," 

the "bottom line"-information that is often expressed in numerical form. I 

have met people who behave as though they can learn more about a 

company by staring at tables of numbers than they can by talking to the 

people who run it. Since numbers can be very important, you should learn 

how to create numerical tables that will impress the most determined bean 

counter in your organization. 

The key to good numbers is neatness. Neatness probably counts more than 

accuracy-especially if you are forecasting. I'm not sure why, but numbers 

people are taught at an early age to distrust numbers that aren't neat. 



Since you will want to create tables with MacWrite, you should be aware of 

a wonderful tool that lets your numbers be perfectly lined up: the decimlll 

111/J. No, this isn't a soft drink for the perfect "1 0," it is a special tab stop 

that is shown in your ruler as the white triangle with the dot in the center. 
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To see how it works, Jet's create a sample table. Set the ruler with a 

normal tab (the plain white triangle) at the 2-inch marker and place 

decimal tabs at 3, 4, and 5 inches on the ruler. These tabs are positioned 

~ 
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the same way you position other tabs. Move the cursor inside the tab box, 

press the mouse button, and drag the tab to its final position before 

releasing the button. 

Once the tabs are in place, you are ready to start creating your table. Use 

the Tab key to move from position to position while creating the table. 

• File Edit Search Format font Style 
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l!!l!l 
Expense 50 51 82 

Food 134.60 2 14.63 300 951 
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Now, as you enter the remaining lines in this table, you wilt notice some

thing quite interesting. All the numbers will appear with their decimal 

points lined up one above the other. 
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Expense 

Food 
Rent 
car 

ao 

134 60 
320.00 

17.50 

214.63 
1000.25 
5934.32 

a2 

300.95 
810.00 
200.001 

With this sort of precision you can probably convince your accountants to 

let you open a branch office in the Bahamas-how could they fail to be 

impressed? 

~ 
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Once you have finished your table, you may find that the column spacing 

isn't what you had in mind. Not to worry. To fil your oolumn spacing, just 

grab a tab and move it to the desired location. Once you do this, all your 

pretty numbers, like Little Bo Peep's sheep, will follow, dragging their 

decimal points behind them. 
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134.60 
320.00 

17.50 

61 

214.63 
1000.25 
5934.32 

300.95 
610.00 
200.001 
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mm~& 20 RULER Mac Write 

LIBRARIES 

Rulers (except for the first ruler in a document) can be cut, copied, and 

pasted just like text. This lets you create a library of useful rulers that can 

be kept in one document (caJled, perhaps, Ruler Library). 
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By using the ruler library document as the basic form for all your 

documents, you can use Copy and Paste from the Bdit menu to select 

rulers to be placed wherever you want them to appear. Once you have 

placed all the rulers. you can delete the "library" at the beginning of your 

document. 

If you use this approach to document a-eation, you must remember to use 

the Save As choice in the Plle menu when saving your document, 

otherwise it will be saved under the name Ruler Library. 
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O[Q)~£ 21 THE CALCULATED Mac Write 

RESPONSE ~.~ Apple ~ 

Now that you know about decimal tabs, you will no doubt be whipping out 

impressive tables. Of course, it is almost as important to have your 

numbers added up properly as it is to have them nicely lined up. Though 

it is likely that you already own a pocket calculator, your Mac has a 

built-in calculator that lets you perform the traditional add, subtract, 

multiply, and divide calculations you are likely to need. 

0 Calculator 

Edit 
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To see your Mac calculator, select the Calculator option from the Apple 

menu. 

j File Edit Search r o rm~t Font S lyle 
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0 (dlculator 

,im~~~lll 
: i'!~~~rflil 
: .............................................................................................. ill r ·~· ···· '···· ····1tJwl!l ................................................................................................ . 
l and, accordingly, we Will be m~:::::::::::::::;:;:::~:::: :::::~::::;:: :::ll1 lloWing amount of molten 

lava to your next geology picnic on any day you choose. Assuming that you 

want to use 1 S cubic yards or lava at a cost of $ 1.4 7 per cubic yard 

(including heating), you would then owe us 

As you look at the calculator keyboard, you wHl notice that the add and 

subtract keys appear normal but that the Mac uses the asterisk(*) for 

multiplication and the solidus(!) for division. The tradition of using these 

characters for these functions has its roots firmly placed in the folklore of 

computer language design and is not worth arguing about. 
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You can press the calculator keys in one of two ways. First, you can use the 

calculator by pressing the corresponding keys on the keyboard. Second, 

you can select the keys by pointing at them with the mouse and clicking 

the button to make the selection. In this case, typing will probably be a lot 

faster than using the mouse. 

Once you have a calculation that you want to include in your document, 

simply select Cut from the Bdit menu. You can then select the screen 

location where you want the result inserted (this will cause the calculator 

to disappear) and then select Paste from the Bdit menu to insert the 

number. 
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Mac Write O[Q)~£ 22 MAILING LABELS 

just as you can use your Mac to create spiffy letterheads, you should be 

coordinated in your design effort and use it for the creation of mailing 

labels as well. If you are in the habit of sending out packages or large 

manila envelopes filled with valuable objects, you should take the time to 

be sure that your mailing label reflects handsomely on your company. The 

easiest way to do this is to model the return address on your mailing label 

on your letterhead, only with a smaller type size. Once you have chosen 

your basic format, you can make a blank form that contains several label 

forms. 
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To: 

12 Plywood Orivt, Shtrwood Forttst, IN 47678 

To: 
I 

In creating these forms, you will want to leave enough space for names and 

addresses, and you will want to set up tab stops for these entries. 

Depending on the ultimate size of your label, you should be able to get six 

or eight labels on a single sheet of paper. 

~ 

,..,._.~~' • .,. llltr4 ~ ~r 
12 Plywood Drive. Sherwood Forest. IN 47678 

To: Ruth Less 
P. 0. Box 3465 
Fountainhead, NB 87767 

12 Plywood Drive. Sherwood Forest. IN 47678 

To: Moe deLawn 
56 Tulip Way 
Landscape, AZ 7656 7 
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ft?JIDI--~~' 
12 Plywood Drive, Sherwood Forest, IN 47678 

To: Helen Back 
314 Pie Circle 
Ellipse, WI 65432 

.,..._~~., 
12 Plywood Drive. Sherwood Foresl. IN 47678 

To: Gerry Mander 
6969 Rockwell Ct. 
Screwhaven, MA 01245 

Once you have filled out the names and addresses of your labels, you are 

ready to have them printed. You have two choices here. You can either 

print your labels on ordinary paper and then glue them on your packages 

with rubber cement, or you can purchase peel-off label stock in 8 1/2-by-

11-inch sheets and print your labels on this material directly. 

After your labels are printed, simply cut them to size and glue them in 

place. The result will be very impressive. 
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DL0~£ 23 OVERHEAD MacWrite 

TRANSPARENCIE s 

WeH, your hard work has paid off, and you are finaJly getting to present 

your pet project to the board. Naturally, you won't be alone-several other 

co-workers wiH be competing for scarce resources. And as if that weren't 

enough, Snerdly Swimp just got a brand new computer (but not a Mac), and 

he is planning on using it to help with his presentation. 

Now you, of course. know exactly what you are going to say. Your only 

problem is in the preparation of good visual aids to help maintain interest 

while you are describing your project. There is no question that visual aids 

can play a pivotal role in the acceptance or rejection of an idea. As a result, 

this wiii be the area where you wiH knock Mr. Swimp into the mwlroom. 

' 
-
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The Macintosh is a perfect tool for making overhead transparencies. First 

you have to create your masters, print them using the high-quality print 

option, and then make copies of your masters onto plastic film. There are 

two types of copiers that will let you do this. Acceptable copies can be 

made using conventional xerographic copiers, but the best-quality charts 

are made using a thermal copier with special heat-sensitive transparency 

material. Since thermal copiers are much less expensive than xerographic 

copiers, it is almost worth having one around purely for making 

transparencies. 

In planning your presentation, you need to know a bit about the size of 

your audience, their attention span, and the subject matter you want to 

cover. The worst thing you can do is try to get too much information on 

one page, as in the example on the opposite page. 

I have had to suffer through too many boring presentations that relied on 

the use of a single transparency that tried to cover far too much material 

and couldn't be read in the second row. When confronted with such a 

presentation, I tend to devote my time to solving crossword puzzles instead 

of listening to the speaker. 
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Research Efforts for the Next SiX Years 

1984 - Complete hybridization of square tomatoes so slices fit better on 
bread. 

198S -Develop avocado with smaller seed. 

1986 - Start design of edible automobile for people who plan on running 
out of gas in the desert. 

1987 - Find way to completely replace beef with sawdust for fast-food 
hamburger market. 

1988 - Develop line of salad dressings from used motor oil. 

1989 -Complete installation of solar-powered asparagus field. 

Staffing for These Projects 

Dr. Fern Begonia 

Dr. HyAcinth 

Dr. Will O'Tree 

Key issues~ never to be forgotten 

We are performing this research as a natural branch of our business, and 
though we may occasionally bark up the wrong tree and pine for lost 
success, we vow never to leave the field in which we have toiled and from 
which we have harvested such fruitful results. 
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The rules for making good overheads are quite simple: 24-point type 

works; smaller type doesn't. Oh, it's true that you can occasionally use 

18-point type for some things, but in general you should restrict yourself 

to presenting your text in 24-point type. Avoid cluttered fonts. New 

Yort, Geneva, Toronto, Monaco, and Chicaao all work fine. Fancy fonts 

like London are hard to read at any size. Don't use too many fonts on one 

chart. If you need to emphasize certain words, use italics and boldface. 

Experiment with the Shadow style for titles to see if you like it. 
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though we may occasionally bark up 

the wrong tree and pine for lost 
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You also need to think carefully about the content of each overhead. No 

more than one major point should be visible on the screen at one time. If 

you display several points, your audience will read ahead while you are 

describing your first one. Remember, you are controlling the flow of 

information in your presentaion. Make sure your visual aids keep you in 

control. 

If you do these things, Swimp won't have a chancel 
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MacWrite 0[Q)[~£ 24 PRETTY CHARTS 

Style 

Font 

While you are busily working on your presentation, you wiJJ no doubt find 

that you have several lists, like the one below, that need "bulleted" items

topics that you want to tick off, one by one. To make these lists into sit-up

and-take-notice charts, you wiH want your bullets on the left side of the 

page and all your text neatly lined up on an indented left margin. 

124 

Reasons for funding this project: 

Our corporate survival depends on a steady stream of new 

products. 

The success rate of our previous efforts has been high. 

The proposed product fits our market. . .. 



To set up your left margin properly, move the solid black triangle portion 

of the left margin to the 2-inch mark and leave the long margin marker at 

the 1 118-inch mark. 
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This will let you line everything up perfectly. The long margin marker 

shows where the first line will start printing, and the second marker shows 

where subsequent lines of text will appear until you press the Return key. 

To enter your bulleted text, type a buJlet by pressing the Option key and 

typing the 8 key. Next, press the Tab key to move to the inside margin 

and start typing your text. When the first item is finished, press Return 

twice, and repeat this process until all your items are entered. In no time 

at all, you will have produced bulleted charts that will knock your audience 

off its feet. 
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Our corporate survival depends 
on a steady stream of new 
products. 

The success rate of our previous 
efforts has been high. 



• Our corporate survival depends 
on a steady stream of new 
products. 

• The success rate of our previous 
efforts has been high. 

• The proposed product fits our 
market. 

• Freddy jones was funded last 
time, so it is my turn now. 
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MacWrite O[Q)[~£ 25 MEETING 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

I 

Now that aU your overheads are ready for the big meeting, you find that 

you have been selected to post the meeting announcement. That means ii's 

up to you to make sure that people will want to come. This is a special 

challenge because the bulletin board is usually filled with other meeting 

announcements, advertisements for condo rentals, complaints about the 

soft drink machine, and other pressing business news. 

Of course, none of these distractions will stay you from your appointed 

rounds-especially when you use your Macintosh to create the meeting 

announcement. 



The exact form of the announcement is a matter of personal taste. I prefer 

the discrete understatement-starting, perhaps, with a 24-point headline to 

capture attention and then quickly moving to 14-point type for the body of 

the announcement. Remember that your announcement needs to teU the 

subject of your meeting, as well as its time and place. Also indicate who 

should attend-especiaUy if they know what's good for them. 

• File Edit Search Format font Style 
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A presentatt"on by· ... 

• Don deVino 

• Snerdly Sv-limp 

• A cast of thousands 

Tbe meeting place ... 
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A presentation by ... 

• Don deVino 

• Snerdly Swimp 

• A cast of thousands 

The meeting place,,, 

• the Dew Drop Inn 

On,,, 

• April II. 1984. at 4:00PM 

Who should attend.· 

• All key decision makers. Lock decision 
makers can attend if they want to. 

With a meeting announcement like this, you will have a packed housel 
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O[Q)~£ 26 NAME TAGS MacWrite 

Ah, the sweet joys of success! Your presentation was so weU received that 

you got a special bonus-enough to Jet you buy a Macintosh for your home. 

I'm sure that you were tempted by the idea of getting a new car or buying 

some new clothes but were just overwhelmed with how impressive it 

would be to have a Mac for home use. 

WeU, come on, you won't impress anyone if they don't .know you have it. 

What better way to impress your friends than by throwing a Big Mac 

party! Of course, you have to choose your guest Jist properly. You don't 

want to let things get out of hand-perhaps 50 or 60 people, but no more, 

or your one-bedroom apartment would get too crowded. 
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Now, any time I have 50 people come to a party, I am lucky to remember 

the names of half of them-and that"s before the first drink. The solution to 

this is easy. Have everyone wear a name tagl There are two ways to get 

name tags for your guests. You can buy some blank name tags at the 

stationery store and have each guest fill out his or her tag with a felt

tipped pen, but this clearly lacks class. The better approach is to create a 

name tag form and let people type in their own names. 

Once a sheet of tags is filled in, you can print them out on label paper, cut 

them to size, and stick them on the appropriate people in the appropriate 

places. 

There is a bidden advantage to Jetting people create their own name tags 

on the Mac-by saving the list of names, you wilJ be able to see who came 

to your party. 

And to think that they laughed when you sat down at the keyboard ... 
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Hello I 
My name is 
Celli L1llr 

and your$ i .. rn 'II 



Hello I 
My name is 
Doe Rllmey 

and yourJ .. i sn 't I 

Hello I 
My name is 
Fr1n T11tlc 

and yours I sn 'I I 

Hello I 
My name is 

Kend1ll Wicke 
and yours I sn 'l I 

Hello I 
My name is 

Ernest ttony 
and yours i sn 'I I 
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Mac Write O[Q)@£ 27 CHANGING 

ADDRESSES 

As the ever upwardly mobile person that you are, the time wiH come when 

you need to let everyone know that you have moved. Also, you might find 

yourself entering a long-term commitment and want to change your name. 

Oearly this caHs for an announcement that shows more class than the 

typkal postal card offered by the U.S. Postal Service. 

Using MacWrite, you can create your own custom post-card design that 

teUs the world exactly who you are and how to reach you. 



Announcing! 

niss Awu.nda Kutjfw,s 
2345 Pmpot l.one 

Cleft Pulote, NB 65432 

has married Fred Kissinger 
and is 

Awu.nda Kucjhes ~now. 

Her new address is: 

t7~Cinfe 

Sno& HilL EstAtes 
8unwa. Beam., CA 98165 

Mail sent to the old address 
will be used to start 

forest fires. 

Once you have aeated this powerful little missive, tate a high-quality 

print of it to your local.'instant press .. and have them print it on some post 

cards for you. With a little effort on your part, everyone will know you 

have moved. 

And, no, we won't all be happy about it either. 
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MacWrite O[Q)@£ 28 USING 

Search MAC WRITE 

136 

AS A DATA BASE 

So far, the ideas I have described that use MacWrite also use the printer. 

Our goal has been the creation of documents. But MacWrite is sufficiently 

powerful that it can be used to Jet you build an information retrieval 

system. 

Suppose that you want to keep track of your business coHeagues. Using 

MacWrite, enter their names, companies, addresses, phone numbers, shoe 

sizes, and any other information that you find to be of pivotal importance 

in your business dealings. To make this file easy to read, you may wish to 

leave a blank line between entries. Don't worry about alphabetical order, 

just enter the names as they come to you. 
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Wayne Scott Paneling Company 
12 Plywood Drive 
Sherwood Forest .. IN 47678 

Doug A. Hole 
Bxtrax Construction Co. 
1435 Wyworry Lane 
Feltllat .. AK 76543 

Rutll Less 
P. o. Box 3465 
Fountainhead, NB 87767 

Helen Back 
314 Pie Circle 
-•• • •••• L .. ~ "'.-

I 

Once the names and addresses are inserted, save the document under some 

file name such as Contacts, so you know what it contains. 

Then, the nett time you want to know the address of Celia Later, aU you 

have to do is select the Pind option in the Search menu, enter Celia 

Later, and click the mouse button in the Piad Ne:zt boJ. 

~ 
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_o Find 

Rut11 find what !celia Later I 
P. 0 . l find NeHtj @Whole Word 0 Partial Word 
Foun Ill" 

Helen Back 
3 1 4 Pie Circle 
Ellipse, WI 65432 

IIIEI!III 
16 Farewell Lane 
Gunny Sack, VA 432 16 

Moe de Lawn 
56 Tulip Way 
Landscape, AZ 76567 

: Gerry Mander ~ : 

Presto-you are immediately led to the desired information! 
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D@B& 29 LANDSCAPES MacWrite 

AND PORTRAITS 

I'm sure you won't .know how you ever Jived in modern society without 

.knowing the information I'm about to share, but it just goes to show how 

resiHent we are as human beings. 

You may never have noticed that there are two general ways to orient a 

piece of paper . If information is printed on the paper with the long side 

held up and down. this is caJled the portrait mode. If the information 

appears in such a way that the long side is held horizontally, this is called 

the landscape mode. If the information is printed on a diagonal. this is 

called the boLo mode, and you need to learn how to insert your paper in 

the printer properly. 

The origin of the names portrait and landscape is easy to understand. 

Portraits tend to be painted so they go up and down, and landscapes are 

painted so they e:Itend horizontally. There are e:Iceptions, of course: Some 

Japanese landscapes are quite vertica.J and are painted that way, and any 

complete portrait of Dolly Parton . .. oh, never mind. 

File 
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By now you are wondering why I have chosen to impart such important 

information to you. The reason is that MacWrite Jets you take your pick 

when printing your document. When you select Page Setup from the File 

menu, you are presented with the option of printing your document in 

either the TaU (portrait) or Wide (landscape) orientation. (The Handsome 

option should appear for completeness, but what did you expect from a 

computer that costs Jess than $3000?) 
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• Our corporate survival depends ~ 
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NormaJly you would choose the TaU option, but sometimes, if you are 

malcing overhead transparencies, for example, you wiJJ want them printed 

out in landscape mode. Fortunately, you don't have to malce any adjust

ments to your printer or paper. When you pick the Wide option, your 

document will be printed sideways. 

Text printed with the Wide option tends to be a bit more widely spaced 

than it is when printed in portrait mode. This can malce it a little easier to 

read. 
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• Our corporate survival depends 
on a steady stream of new 
products. 

• The success rate of our previous 
efforts has been high. 

• The proposed product fits our 
market. 

• Freddy jones was funded last 
time, so it is my turn now. 



0[Q)[~£ 30 SOME PLAIN TALK Mac Write 

ABOUT PLAIN TEXT 

When saving your documents to disk, you have probably noticed that one 

of your options is labeled Teit Only. 

Soue current document os 

I The Great Gats by 

( Soue J ( Cancel J 

Write/Point 

( Eject J 

0 Entire Document @ TeHt Only 

If you choose to save your document with this option, you wHJ save a Jot of 

space, but you wiU save only the text portion of your document without 

any information regarding formatting, fonts, styles, pictures, page breaks, 

File 

1-43 



headers, or footers. The principal use of this feature is to save documents 

that are to be used with other application programs for your Macintosh. 

However, if you are a-eating a large document and you don't need any of 

the fancy features saved along with it, Te:1t Only can save some disk 

space. To see how much space you can save, I have saved a document 

(with no pictures) both ways. To see how large each document is, I placed 

each one in its own folder. 

Ill file Edit Uiew Special 

11 K in fold•r 43K availabl• 
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As you can see, the entire document occupies 11 ,000 characters of 

memory, whereas the Te:zt Only document occupies only 8,000 characters 

of memory on the disk. 

Getting a Te:zt Only document back into MacWrite takes a little effort. 

First, you should know that you can only load such a file from the "desk

top"; you cannot open it using the Open option in the File menu. To bring 

a Te:zt Only file into MacWrite, you must first select the document by 

clicking it once with the mouse and then select the MacWrite icon by 

holding down the Shift key and then pressing the mouse button. 

Put Bock 

Close 
Close Rll 
Print 

3C I 

Speciol 

Write / Point 
3651< 1n d1sk 

14S 



Once both irons are selected, you can choose the Open option from the File 

menu, md your document will appear on the screen in pure New Yort 

type, with no embellishments whatsoever. 

Now that we have given you a taste of text, the next chapter wilJ show you 

the power of pictures. 
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Chapter 4 

THIRTY WAYS TO WORK WITH PICTURES: 

A COLLECTION OF IDEAS THAT USE 

MACPAINT 
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O[Q)@£ 31 WRITING 

EQUATIONS Text !AI 
Line [::;] 

I I -

Selection Box D I 

FontSize 

Edit 

'-

Now that you know aU about MacWrite, you are probably the envy of the 

neighborhood. After all, you are able to create documents with your 

Macintosh that are virtually impossible to create with other types of 

computers, and you don't have to be a computer e1pert to do it! 

Of course, there are some things that you might Jike to do that are not 

possible with MacWrite. For eiample, suppose you want to include some 

mathematical equations in your document. Many mathematical equations 

have subscripts and superscripts in them, and the early versions of 

Font 
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MacWrite do not provide trus capability. Fortunately, you can use 

MacPaint to aeate your equations and then paste them into your te1t 

document. 

To use MacPaint, simply double-click the MacPaint icon on the 

Write/Paint disk. 

w File Edit Uiew Special 

349K in disk 

Moc'w'ritt• 
• ~ 

Mii!Ai Font MovE>r 

0 
SystE'm FoldE>r Empty FoldE>r 

Once MacPaint is ready to use, you can select any of a wide variety of 

options for creating images on the screen. For our present task. we wiH 

choose the Te:zt option by dicking the mouse button in the menu bo1 that 
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contains the big Jetter A. This selection allows us to place text anywhere 

we want on the screen. You should move your cursor to a central place on 

the screen and cJick the button to indicate where your text will appear. 

Next, select the desired font from the Font menu. For this example, we 

will use the Geneva font and pick the 14-point size from the FontSize 

menu. 

You wi11 notice that you have many more size options in MacPaint than you 

do in MacWrite-1 will describe these options as we use them. 

* File Edit Goodies Font 
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Now that we have selected the typeface and type size, we are ready to 

start writing our equation. For starters. we wiii create the equation for the 

length of the hypotenuse of a right triangle, c = ~ a2 .. b2 

Notice that I left some space after the letters on the right side of the equaJ 

sign. This is to allow room for the superscripts. 

c = a + b 
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Once this line has been typed, you are ready to add some supersaipts to 

the letters a and b to indicate that these values are to be squared. 

Supersaipts should be in a smaller type size than the rest of the equation. 

Before pulling down the FontSize menu and selecting a new type size, you 

should know that there are some fundamental differences between 

Mac Write and MacPaint in their handling of telt. In MacPaint, any change 

in font, size, or style is immediately reflected in all telt entered since the 

last click of the mouse, whereas in MacWrite, changes affect only selected 

telt or the ne1t text to be typed. 

So, before selecting a new type size, relocate the cursor to the upper right 

oorner of the letter a and click the button. Select 9-point type from the 

Fon.tSize menu and type the number 2. Move the cursor to the Jetter b 

and type 2 again. 

14 
~m 
~({} 

36 
48 
72 
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lj File Edit Goodies Font FontSize Style 

Idea 31 

We are almost done, but we need to show that the square root should be 

taken of aJJ the items to the right of the equal sign. To draw a square root 

sign, select the Line tool from the MacPaint menu on the left side of the 

screen. 
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• File Edit Goodies Font FontSize Style 

Ideo 31 

Move the cursor to the starting point for your square root sign and cJick 

the mouse button. When you do this, you wHJ mark one end of the line. 

Now, as you move the mouse, you will see a line stretch from this location 

to the current mouse position. When you have the line where you want it, 
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click the mouse button again to freeze the Hne. Repeat this process for the 

remaining two lines, and you wiH be finished. (Pressing the Sbift key will 

Jet you draw accurate horizontal or vertical Jines.) 

* File Edit Goodies Font FontSize Style 

Idea 31 

Now that your equation is finished, you can select it and paste it into your 

text document using the technique I described in Idea 18. 

This approach to entering equations may appear a bit cumbersome at first, 

but it does let you create quite beautiful documents and should impress 

your scientific coiJeagues-especiaJJy if your equations are correct! 
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File 
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Although our previous use of MacPaint bas been for the creation of images 

that are pasted into a te1t document, you wiU find that most of your 

MacPaint images wiH stand alone. (Note that even though it is OK to have 

your pictures stand alone, you should never do Chinese cookery by 

yourself because, as it is stated in the well-known saying, 'You'U never 

wok alone." But I digress.) 
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One of the good uses of MacPaint is the creation of graphs. Graphs are 

easier to read than tables of numbers and can convey many types of 

information in a very clear form. The key to the creation of good graphs is 

to keep them uncluttered. Precision is usually not so important in graphs, 

especially when you are trying to show trends. As a result, you can 

typically set your graph points on a grid. MacPaint has a built-in grid, 

ready for your use. Thls grid can be selected from the Goodies menu. 

Brush Shape 
Brush Mirrors 
Introduction 
Short Cuts 

FontSize Style 

Idea 32 

Once the grid has been selected, all cursor movements on the MacPaint 

screen will be on grid points. From your rough sketches, you should know 
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the range of values needed on each graph axis. Let us suppose you need to 

create a graph that has 10 markings along the y (vertical) axis and 12 

markings along the .r (horizontal) axis. You should start by drawing a boi 

for your graph using the .Rectanale tool in the MacPaint menu and 

selecting a medium-width line from the Line Width toolboi at the bottom 

left of the screen. Neit, create your bo1 by clicking the mouse at the upper 

right corner of the boi and moving the mouse 2-4 grid units to the right and 

20 grid units down. Once the bo1 is of the right size, click the mouse 

button again to freeze a copy of the bo1 on the screen. 

• File Edit Goodies font fontSize Style 

Idea 32 
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Next, label each grid position on each axis. MacPaint has some special tools 

to make this task quite pleasant. For example, when you are placing 

numbers along they axis, you want to have them aligned by the right 

edge of the number, not the left edge. To do this, select the Align Right 

option from the Style menu before typing these numbers on the screen. 

• file Edit Goodies Font FontSize 

38P 

llolir 
Underline 38U 
rnmnoom@ 380 
"!iJGJC!JC!l[!D 38 s 

Rlign Left 38L 
Rllgn Middle af:M 
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SimHarly, you would use the Align Middle option when typing the 

numbers at the bottom of the graph. 

Labeling your graph and the bottom uis is straightforward-simply select 

the place where text is to appear and, using the Teit tool, enter the 

appropriate legends. 

0 ~------------------~ 
0 1 2 3 4 56 7 8 91011 

weeks into course 
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Entering text for the vertical axis label is a little trickier: We want the text 

to appear sideways. Even this is no challenge for MacPaint, however. All 

you have to do is pick a clear area of the screen (the middle of our graph is 

just fine at this point} and type the text as you want it to appear. Next, 

select this text with the Selection Boi. If you now pull down the Edit 

menu, you will see an option called Rotate. If you select this option, your 

text will be rotated 90 degrees. 

9 
8 r--

I +-> I 

7 I 8 1 
I._ I 

6 I-I 
I <1> I 

5 I-I 
I 0 I 

4 I "Q; I 
I :> I 

3 I <1> I 
I.-. I 

2 --~ 

0 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 11 

weeks into course 
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To finish the axis labeling, move the cursor inside the selected box until the 

cursor turns into an arrow. Press the mouse button and puU the label to its 

final position. When you let up on the mouse button, the label wm stay in 

place. 

9 

r- 8 
1-e 7 
IO 
1- 6 
:~ 
:<> 5 
I~ 4 
I:> 3 
I~ 

~~ ~: 

0 '-------------' 
0 1 2 3 4 56 7 8 91011 

weeks mto course 

For accurate placement, you should "turn off" the Grid option in the 

Goodies menu before positionjng the text. 
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At last you are ready to draw your lines in the graph. You can use the 

Line tool with a thin line to do this. If you want your endpoints to appear 

on grid points, be sure that the Grid option has been selected. Once your 

line is drawn, your graph is finished and ready to be printed with the 

Print option from the file menu. 

9 Term Paper Effort 
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As you continue your climb in the business world, you wHl find pie charts 

to be valuable tools for presenting information to others. Pie charts can be 

used only for certain types of information, however. You can use them to 

show the breakdown of some totaJ amount--for example, the fraction of 

people with above-average inteJHgence. (Amazingly, this fraction has 

remained near 50 percent for aJJ of recorded history.) Our federal budget 

is often broken down into a pie chart because: 
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• Pie charts can be understood by morons. 

• The budget bre6.idorvo takes your mind off the budget size. 

Since pie charts are usuaHy circular, with spokes radiating from the center, 

you need to know how to create a circle with MacPaint. The easiest way to 

make a circle is to use the Grid option and then pick the Circle tool from 

the main MacPaint menu. Press the mouse button at the upper left corner 

of the square that would completely enclose the circle and move diagonaHy 

down and to the right until your circle is the right size. 

41 file Edit Goodies font fontSize Style 

Idea 33 
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You should count the number of grid units you have moved when aeating 

the circle. As long as this number is even, you will have an easy time 

locating the center, since the center will Jie on a grid point. 

Next, mark the center. One way to do this is to use the Line tool to draw a 

line from the top of the circle to the center. 

• file Edit Goodies Font FontSize Style 

Idea 33 

-
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To draw the rest of your Jines, turn off the Grid option, unless you are 

drawing Jines to represent 25, 50, or 75 percent. As you draw your Jines, 

just estimate the percentages-if you are off by a little bit, no one will 

notice. 

· * File Edit Goodies Font FontSize Style 

Ideo 33 

-
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Once the Jines are in place, select the Fill tool from the main MacPaint 

menu and fUJ each of the wedges with an appropriate pattern. Choose your 

patterns so that they are clearly distinct from each other. This will keep 

your chart easy to read. 

* file Edit Goodies Font FontSize Style 

Ideo 33 
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Finally,label your pie chart and draw Unes from the labels to any small 

wedges so that each label gets properly matched to its piece of the pie. 

Average Use of Student Time 

/ study 

- attend class 

entertainment/ 
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0@~£ 34 MAKING MacPaint 

BARCHARTS Filled Rectangle 

Pattern 

Text !AI 

Bar charts are handy when you are trying to impress somebody with the 

growth of your business. Jf your business decHned last year, you should 

use a graph and then refer to the "sJight dip in the graph." But if your sales 

are climbing like a rocket, bar graphs are the best tools to use. 

Goodies 
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The border and legends of your chart are made the same way they would 

be for a graph. The easiest way to make your bars is with the Filled 

Rectangle tool from the main MacPaint menu. Pick an appropriate fiJI 

pattern-a simple array of dots, perhaps-and use the Grid option to make 

sure aH your bars are the same width. 

• File Edit Goodies Font FontSize Style 

Idea 34 

51 52 53 54 + 
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If you want to put numbers on this chart, they should be placed at the top 

of each bar. 

j file Edit Goodies font fontSize Style 

Idea 34 

200 I 

51 52 53 54 
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Did you say that you were in a pinch because SnerdJy Swimp is using bar 

charts too and they look a Jot Jike yours? WeH, here 's one way to dress up 

your charts. Let's say you are in the pizza business and you want to show 

how many pizzas you shipped for the past five years. Instead of using 

fiUed bars for your data. use JittJe pizzas instead. 



Create a little pizza with a filled circle and put a legend on your chart 

showing that each circle represents 1 00,000 piuas. 

• File Edit Goodies Font FontSize Style 

Idea 35 

@ = 100,000 ptzzas 

I 

50 51 52 53 54 

-
Next, select your pizza with the Selection Boi (Lasso) and start stacking 

up your columns by holding down the Option key when you click the 

mouse button to drag a copy of the pizza to a new location. If the Option 
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key is held down when the mouse button is pressed, the original pizza will 

be left behind. Repeat this process for each pizza in the column, and your 

chart will be finished in no time. You can use the Braser from the main 

MacPaint menu to erase part of the top of your last circle if you need to 

represent fewer than 100,000 pizzas. 

Gotcha, Snerdlyl 

@ = 100,000 pizzas 

50 51 82 83 54 
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MacPaint 

Filled Rectangle 

Rectangle 11 11 

Text IAI 

OK, so you are in the naturaJ fertilizer business and you can't think of an 

appropriate emblem to represent 100,000 pounds of steer manure. In 

your case, you wiJJ need to rely on another technique to make your bar 

chart stand out: three-dimensionaJ bars. 

The easiest way to create this chart is first to make a normaJ bar chart 

using solid black bars. Neit, pick solid white as the fiJI pattern, tum off the 

._No special glasses required. 
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Grid option, and, using the filled Recta:aale, overlay the black bars with 

white bars, each of which is staggered up and to the left by just a bit. This 

will aeate a shadowed effect that will make your chart stand out above 

the rest. 

-
~ 

~ --
~ ~ 

-
._ ._ ._ ._ ._ ._ - ._ 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
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So far in this chapter we have been focusing on business applications for 

MacPaint. One of the most important charts that can be created for some 

businesses is the chart of the organization itself. In my years in business, I 

have found that companies that care a lot about organization charts tend to 

reorganize with great frequency. In fact, one of the constraints in 

corporate reorganization is the amount of time it takes to create a new 

organization chart. 
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' Font 
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FontSize 
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If you are a chart climber yourself, you will be pleased to know that 

MacPaint lets you create pretty organization charts in a jiffy. If you are 

insecure about your job, you may not be so pleased to know this. 

The organization chart should show the company or division name centered 

at the top of the page. Next, the names and titles of key people (those who 

have the key to the executive rest room) should be entered in a plain 14-

point type such as Geneva. Use of the grid can help with alignment. To 

enter the names and positions. use the Allan Middle option from the 

Style menu. 
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After typing each name, press Return and type the title. You should place 

each name in its approiimate final location to get a feel for the appearance 

of your chart. 

• File Edit Goodies Font FontSize Style 
. . :;. . . .;: . 

Idea 37 

W1mple W1dget Coro 

... Jack F A 11 trades 

President 

Ti tus Canby D1 ck Chuner y W1n Alo tte 

V P Fmance V P Pub11cat10ns V P Vice 

Once the head honchos have been entered, you can start entering the staff 

names underneath theirs in 12-point type. (Yes, Virginia, rank has its 

privileges.) 
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For the style chart I will demonstrate, the column of names is entered 

using the Align Left option from the Style menu. just pick a starting 

point for the first name and start typing, using Returns to space out 

the names vertically . 

• file Edit Goodies font f ontSize Style 
'. 
Idea 37 

Wimple Widget Corp. 

Jack F. A 11 trades 

President 

Titus Canby Dick Chunery Win Alotte 
V. P. Finance V. P. Publications V. P. Vice 

C. Nile Doris Open Teri Vaki 

N. D. Cysive Pem Perd Ruthless 
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If you are running out of room near the bottom of the screen, you can shjft 

your window to a lower place on the page by selecting the Show Page 

option from the Goodies menu. The Show Page lets you see the 

placement of your work on the actual page. Since it's very smalJ, you won't 

be able to make it out. Don't worry; everything is there. You will see it aU 

when you make a print-out. 

FontSize Style 

Ideo 37 
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To shift the window, move the cursor inside the window boundary (shown 

as a dotted line), press the mouse button, and pull the window down to the 

desired location. 

FontSize Style 

Idea 37 

--.-a., -o..e-, _ _..ce. 
v r.na- vr~ 'I'P.Yb ,._... ,...... __ 
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If you want to move the window vertically, hold down the Shift key 

before pressing the mouse button. When the window is where you want it, 

release the mouse button and select 01: to return to the main screen. At 

this point you can keep adding new names to the columns. 

• File Edit Goodies Font FontSize Style 

P Green 
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Glori8 5 Morn 

Bee Gud 

Ell1e V8tor 

Rob Z. B8nks 

Willie M8kit 

Shirley 5o 
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Once all the names are in place, you are ready to enclose them in boxes. 

When using the Rectanale option in the MacPaint menu, you may 

accidentally make a box the wrong size. If you do, simply erase it with the 

Undo item from the Edit menu. 
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Mter drawing all the boxes, connect them with straight lines to finish the 

chart. 

Wimple Widget Corp. 

Jack F. Alltrades 

President 

Titus Canby Dick Chunery Win A lotte 

Y. P. Finance V. P. Publications V. P. Vice 

N. D. Cys1 ve Pam Perd Ruth Less 

P. Green Gloria 5. Morn Rob z. Banks 

Doe Rei mey Bee Gud Willie Makit 

Steve Adore EllieVator 5h1rley So 

Jim 5hu 

Once this master chart has been saved on the disk, you will be ready to 

create a new one whenever it is needed. 
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The same techniques used for organization charts can be used to create 

flow charts. The major graphic difference is that flow charts often have 

decision points in them. Many traditions abound; one is that decision items 

are placed inside diamonds instead of rectangles. 



Working from your sketch, enter aH the text items first, then enclose the 

items in their respective boxes. To draw a diamond, you can use the 

Polygon item in the main MacPaint menu. 

jLook et enimelj 
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~ 
~~ 

Idea 38 

Is It A Duck7 

Give Me 
A Breek 

5orr y 
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Next, interconnect the boxes using straight lines. By selecting a thicker 

line, you can make the chart easier to read. Also, arrowheads at the end of 

each line will reinforce the direction of flow in the chart. 

Finally, add the appropriate yes or ao labels to the branches on the 

decision points, and your chart is finished. 

Is It A Duck? 

no 
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What's that? You've gone into business for yourself and you don't have 

business cards? That's as tacky as installing a parking meter in your 

bathroom. Fortunately for you, all is not lost-you have your ever-ready 

MacPaint business card design system at your disposal! 

I 

Since your entire perceived worth as a human being in the business 

community may depend on your business card, you should design it with 

care. First, you should know what kind of information to put on your card. 

It should include your company name (make one up if you need to), your · 

name, your title (make that up too), your address, and your phone number. 

Font 

FontSize 
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In designing business cards, some people think that you should be able to 

lay a quarter on the card without having it touch any text. The point is to 

keep your card uncluttered. Since a business card is only 2 by 3 1/2 

inches in size, this is a challenge. 

You can have your card read vertically or horizontally. Because it is more 

common, I will illustrate a horizontal card design. When printed on your 

Imagewriter printer, each grid space is 0.112 inch. You should thus design 

your card to fit inside a box 18 grid units high by 31 grid units wide. 

Idea 39 
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Once you have drawn this box, you are ready to start' e:~perimenting with a 

card layout. Try different typefaces and alignments until you get what you 

want. For a special treat, you may want to put a border on your card. The 

Roundtaaale (that's the rectangle with round corners) from the main 

MacPaint menu can look nice. 

5handa Lear 
Nict' Pttrson 

12 FloodU9M Way, Lob•om, FL 33905 

You can also use other graphic images on your card if you wish-after all, 

your business card should reflect your personality and style. 

When you take your business card to the print shop, they will show you 

several colors of card stock from which you can choose. A colored business 

card can be quite an impressive departure from the traditional white. 
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Though a pure-teit letterhead of the sort described in IdeaS may serve all 

your needs, you should be aware that graphic images can dress your 

letterhead up quite a bit. 



Your first step should be to create your letterhead with MacPa.int. Don't 

worry about horizontal positioning-you can adjust this once your 

letterhead is transferred to MacWrite. 

Once you have your letterhead drawn, select it with the Selection Boi and 

choose the Copy option from the Edit menu. 
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Next, start MacWrite and paste the letterhead into the document. Adjust 

the horizontal position to your satisfaction and save this document as your 

new letterhead. Enter text with MacWrite below the letterhead as you 

would normally. The only difference you may notice is that you can't use 

MacWrite to change the text in the letterhead itself. 
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Exhale, nt 54·321 

April 25, 1984 

Candis Dented 
Bentworks Metal Stamping 
Bentworks, OH 45678 

Dear Ms. Dented: 

I am extremely distressed by the fact that your last shipment of compass 
needles was painted incorrectly. As a result of your sloppy workmanship, 
all the north ends of the needles point south. This has not only caused 
consternation among our customers, it has even caused some of them to 
proclaim that "he who has a Tates is lostl" 

You will be hearing from my attorney within the week. 

Pointedly yours, 

Millard Tates 
President 
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Are you one of those people who has activities booked months in advance 

but who doesn't know what is happening today? I am, and I would be lost 

without a personal calendar. MacPaint lets you create calendars that can 

be used for anything from your private schedule of sauna visits to a 

sign-up sheet for the corporate conference room. 



You should start by making a master calendar form with five rows of seven 

boxes. (After all, some months have 31 days and some have 30, but 6// 

months have 28.) When you aeate this master (using the grid helps), you 

will need to shift the screen window for the last two rows. The master I 

created was made with bo1es 7 grid units wide by 7 units high. 

Save this master on your disk. 

Sun Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fri Sat 
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Next, fill in the calendar with its title and month. Using 12 -point type, 

enter each date in its proper box. If you use the Allan Riaht option in tbe 

Style menu, the numbers will be properly aligned. The resulting calendar 

is ready to print and to put to immediate use. 

5un 

4 

1 1 

lB 

25 
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Conference Room Schedule 
March 

Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fr1 

1 

5 5 7 B 

12 13 14 15 

19 20 21 22 

25 27 2B 29 
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2 3 

9 10 

15 17 

23 24 

30 31 



0@@&\ 42 ROAD MAPS Mac Paint 

Line Width 

Text 
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Line l'-1 
Selection Box ~ 

~ontSize 

Trying to teU someone how to get to our house over the telephone is like 

trying to eat a steak with a straw, so a map is a necessity. Ordinary road 

maps are not detailed enough to show people how to get to most residential 

areas, so a custom map can be just perfect for enclosure with your party 

invitations. 

Edit 
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The key to a useful map is to show where your place is relative to some 

major crossroad that can be found by anyone. First, draw the roads with 

straight lines using the wide line width. 

Goodies Font 

Undo 3€2 
Ideo 42 

~ A [Ut 3€H 

~ rn 
Copy 3€[ 
Paste 3€ U 

.t!J t1 Clear 

t? 
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Once the roads are drawn, you can make your map look very classy by 

performing the following trick: Select all the roads with the Selection Boi 

and then choose the Trace Edges option from the Edit menu. This will 

cause all your roads to look more like streets than Jines. 
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Finish your map with your place clearly marked, and label all the roads. 

The easiest way to do this is to type the road names in some blank area 

and then select each name with the Selection Box and move it to its final 

destination. Rotate the names as appropriate. 

I"'"" - 3332 Dayin -a.. Ct.. 
L 333) ::J 
:::n 
a 
Q) 
Q) 

::7) Dn 
~ 

10 Deyi n Ct. 
~ 
L J Q) 

GOWB WBy .c 
~ J 
0 
c: 
<{ 

Easy 5t. 
I 

..._ 

Once you have made your own map, you might check with any of your 

neighbors who don't have Macintoshes yet to see if they would like maps 

also. Who knows? You might pick up enough extra money to buy that 

second disk drivel 
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O[Q)~£ 43 GRABBING MacPaint ~ 

SCREENS 

If you were writing a book about the Macintosh, you would probably want 

to have some way of saving your entire screen image on the disk. Saving a 

screen is different from saving a document. and it can be done directly 

from the keyboard. To save the entire contents of a screen, press the Caps 

Loct key, hold down the Command and Shift keys simultaneously, and 

press the 3 key. (If you play Chopin etudes, you should be able to do this 

entirely with your left hand.) The whirring noise you hear is the sound of 

your screen image being saved on the disk. If you want to save only the 

contents of the currently active window, repeat the process without the 

Caps Loct key depressed. 

While the screen images can be from any source-MacWrite, for example

they can be edited with MacPa.int. You can save 1 0 screen images on your 

disk. and they will each be named automatically by your Macintosh as 

Screen 0. Screen I, and so on. 
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~ MacPaint O[Q)~£ 44 PRINTING 

206 

SCREENS 

Unless you want to use MacPaint to edit information on a screen, you can 

save a lot of disk space by simpiy printing the contents of your screen or 

active windows. Most of the figures in this book were printed in this way. 

To print the entire screen (as on page 203, for example), depress the Caps 

Lock key, hold down the Shift and Command keys, and press the number 

-4. If all you want. is a picture of the active window. including the title bar 

(as on page 32), repeat this process with the Caps Lock key in the up 

position. 
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O[Q)@£ 45 THE GRAPHICS MacPaint ~ 

SCRAPBOOK ~ ~ ... ~ 
Selection Box l!:.=.dJ 

I. 

' ~.~ Apple l!!J 

Edit 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~ ~ n~n As you work with MacPaint, you may find that you have ,__:. · 

~ created a particularly pretty pattern that you might like to ~ 
~ incorporate in many pictures-a border motif, perhaps. Your ~ 
~ Macintosh has a built-in scrapbook (found in the Apple ~ 

rlOfn menu) that lets you save such items to your heart's content. ~ 

~ To save an item in the scrapbook, first select the item, then 

~ Cut or Copy it. i 

~
:: ~~ ... .} 

. 

- ~~~~~:~~~~~~~~~~~~· ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I J . ·'• J .• . ·' '· .• . ) I .• I J . J I J. . . . . . . . . . 
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Next, select the Scrapbook from the Apple menu. The scrapbook already 

has a few pictures for you to use or discard as you choose. 

208 

Rbout the Finder ... 

Scrapbook 
Rlarm Clock 
Note Pad 
Calculator 
Key Caps 
Control Panel 
Puzzle 



Once the scrapbook is visible on your display, you can add your new entry 

with the Paste option from the Edit menu. 

lnuert 
Trace Edges 3CE 
Flip Horizontol 
Flip Uerticol 
Rotate 

FontSize Style 

Idea 45 

Scrapbook 

1¢1 w::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::?::::::::::::::::::='::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::l 101 

16 of 6 I PICT 

By moving the box at the bottom of the scrapbook menu, you can "turn" 

from page to page. 
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Idea 45 

Scrapbook 
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.____--JI PICT 

Pictures from the scrapbook can be copied and pasted into MacWrite 

documents as well as into MacPaint pictures. 

You can also copy text from MacW rite into the scrapbook. The only thing 

you must remember when doing this is that the text will be saved as plain 

text, with no rulers, font, or style information. 
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0[Q)@£ 46 TO SELL MacPaint ~ 

A MOPED Text r iAI 

L 

Have you had it with the clutter in your garage? Do you find that you can't 

get a bicycle in there anymore and that your car hasn't been inside for five 

years? Well, friend, it is time to start cleaning out those old items that you 

don't reaHy want. You must be ruthless about garage cleaning or it won't 

work. That collection of Early American cinder blocks in the corner should 

be chucked out, along with your collection of glow-in-the-dark neckties. 

But in your haste to clean house, you should never forget that one person's 

junk is another 's jewels. Some of your items can be sold-and that can 

make garage cleaning fun. 

[ 

Font 

I 

FontSize 

l 
I 

Style 

I 
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Take that old moped in the corner. Remember when you bought it and you 

said you would ride it to work every day and you did, eicept that once you 

got caught in a hailstorm and got a flat tire sa blocks from home, and as 

you walked the bike home in the freezing rain with your fingers frozen to 

the handlebar and your shins bruised by banging into the pedals, you 

thought your car might be a more suitable vehicle? Remember that? Well, 

there is your trusty moped with only a few miles on it, ready to be sold to 

one more adventurous than yourself. 

To keep your selling costs down, you have decided to seJl your moped to a 

colleague at work. The best way to announce your intentions is with a 

well-designed advertisement. 

Remember, if you are going to post your advertisement on the company 

bulletin board, it will have to compete effectively with meeting announce

ments, fire escape procedures, layoff notices, and other corporate trivia. 

Even though your advertisement might consist of pure text, you will find 

that MacPaint has some large font sizes that make it particularly 

appropriate for selling your moped. 

Keep your ad copy simple and to the point. Make it clear JYbllt you are 

selling, how much it costs, and who is selling it. 
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For Sale 

Puch Magnum 11 
Moped 

o 2 h. p. engine) auto. trans. 

D 2-ga 11 on tank 

D 100 miles per gallon 

D under 4000 miles 

D climbs hills 

D $700 00 

D Contact Buster Shins) 
415-555-1212 
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Since you are using MacPaint, you can do special tricks, such as using 

smaller type for the cents portion of the price and aligning the type so it 

looks professionally ~one. 

If your business colleagues aren't interested in your moped, you can post 

copies of the ad on other bulletin boards in your community. Before you 

know it, you will have a clean garage and enough money to buy something 

more practical-like that snowmobile you always wanted. 

2l.f 



O[Q)~£ 4 7 PATTERN Mac Paint 

MAKING Line Width 

Polygon 

Round tangle 

--
Fill ~ Line 

Pattern ~ Oval 

As you experiment with MacPaint, you wiU find that there are tools to let 

you create disks, boxes, roundtangles, and polygons. These shapes can 

either be empty or be automatically filled once they are completed. 

@]{l 
~ 
~ 
[f!] 
[g] 

t;] 
[Q] 
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The Fill Pattern menu at the bottom of your MacPaint screen lets you 

choose from among a wide variety of patterns with which you can fill your 

shapes. You may find, however, that you want your own teddy bear 

pattern and will throw a tantrum if you can't have it. 

Don't panic-help is at hand. 
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First, pick a fill pattern that you don't want to use anymore in the present 

picture. Place the cursor in the pattern and click the mouse button twice. 

You will then see the following images on your display. 

j File Edit Goodies Font FontSize Style 

Ideo 47 

( OK ) ~ ( Cancel ) 

-
The image to the right shows a typical filled region using this pattern. and 

the image to the left shows a magnified dot-by-dot view of the pattern 

itself. 
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If you move the cursor inside the left box, you can change a dot by 

pointing to it with the cursor and clicking the mouse button. Each click of 

the button will cause the selected dot to turn white if it was black or to 

turn black if it was white. Once you have created the pattern you want, 

click the mouse in the Ol box to save the pattern in the menu. 

You can then use this new pattern as much as you like. All of your custom 

patterns will be saved when you save your picture. 

j File Edit Goodies Font FontSize Style 

Idea 47 

( OK J ( Cancel J 

-
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DL0~& 48 TINY TYPE MacPaint ~ 

LineWidth ~ 

Line l'--1 
Fill l<>ll 

Pattern I R &S I 

While your custom patterns can take any shape you want (within an 8-by-

8 grid), you can create interesting effects by making patterns in the shape 

of letters of the alphabet. Traditional computer systems (other than 

Macintosh and its like) use characters made from an array of 5 by 7 dots. 

Making patterns from these letters allows you to use them to make very 

interesting pictures. 
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0000000 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

8 JOOO 8 
0000000 

-
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O[Q)@£ 49 HIDDEN MacPaint ~ ~ 
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Text !AI PATTERNS 

The crafty designers of the Macintosh have made sure that you can make 

discoveries of your own with this versatile computer. One of the 

discoveries that awaits you involves some characters that aren't 

documented in any of the manuals I have read. Because discoveries are so 

much fun to make on your own, I wiU just give you some hints. 

Font 

FontSize 
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First, start with a blank MacPaint screen and choose the Teit option from 

the main MacPaint menu. Select the New Tort font and 12-point type, 

then hold the Option and Shift keys down while typing the accent key (') 

that is immediately to the left of the 1 (one) key. Type this accent key 

several times. When you do this, you will see a row of robots appear on 

the screen! 

• File Edit Goodies Font FontSize Style 

Idea 49 
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Now comes the fun part. Pull down the FontSize menu and pick another 

font size, such as 14-point type. The robots will suddenly change into 

musical notes! 

• File Edit Goodies Font 

As you experiment with different font sizes, you wi11 see more patterns. 

The next thing to try is changing fonts. Some fonts have special pictures 

associated with this set of keystrokes, and some don't. See how many 

different patterns you can find-there are a lot of them! (A few are shown 

on the next page.) 
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There was a time, before Macintosh, when books were written entirely by 

hand. One of the more artistic traditions dating from that period was the 

Hlumination or decoration of the first letter of the first word of a chapter. 

These letters were usually quite large, making them easy to decorate. 
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You too can create illuminated !etters for your own manuscripts-and 

MacPwnt is the perfect tooJ for doing it. The first step is to know the first 

Jetter in your manuscript. Place this letter on your display using any font 

that looks pretty. For most letters, the London font with 36-point type is 

quite attractive. Once the first letter is on the screen, enclose it in a bo:x, 

leaving some room on aU sides of the letter. 

• File Edit Goodies Font FontSize Style 

Ideo SO 

+ 
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Next, choose an appropriate pattern from the Fill Pattern menu at the 

bottom of the MacPaint screen, or design a pattern of your own. Once the 

appropriate pattern is chosen, choose the Fill tool from the main MacPaint 

menu. Carefully position the Fill icon so that the soJid black portion is 

inside the area you want to fiJI, and click the mouse button. This will give 

you a nicely illuminated Jetter. 

• File Edit Goodies Font F ontSize Style 

Idea 50 

-
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If the Fill icon is improperly placed, you may accidentally fiJI the area 

outside the box, the box itself, or the letter itself. If you do fill any of 

these, simply select Undo from the Hdit menu and try again. If you are 

persistently having trouble, you can work with a larger image of the letter 

by using the FatBits tool from the Goodies menu. Use the Selection Boi 

to encircle the area you want magnified, then select the FatBits option. 

This gives you a magnified view of the letter and makes it much easier to 

fill. 
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Once the letter is iHuminated, reposition it to the left edge of the saeen, 

select whichever font and font size you wHJ use in the manusaipt, and 

type the rest of your first line of text. 

e5 File ldtt Goodies Font FontSize Style 

Idea SO 

mmil--+----t:m1 ~~NC:t upon<> t i-.,.,, i.n <> v<>lky fur from tfw. rest 

I 

-
This entire Jine should be copied and pasted into your MacWrite document. 

You wiH then be able to type and edit aU the rest of your manuscript using 

Mac Write. 

The monks never had it so good. 
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Goodies 

The name tags we made in Idea 26 are fine for parties, but there are lots of 

other places where badges are needed-visitor badges for your company, 

name tags for picrucs, security cards for the corporate gym, and so on. 



Standard plastic badge holders are sold in office supply stores, or you can 

grab a handful of them at your next trade show or conference when no one 

is looking. The holders I have are designed for badges 2 inches high by 3 

inches wide. This corresponds to a MacPaint box of 18 by 27 grid units. · 

Once you have this size boi on the saeen, you can make a fancy border 

-inside the boi and finish the master layout of the badge. 

• File Edit Goodies Font FontSize Style 

I de a 51 

Smerfy Corp. 
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You can then make side-by-side copies of the badge by selecting the badge 

image with the Selection Bo:1 and using the Copy tool and then Paste to 

put copies on the page. You will need to move the MacPaint window (usjng 

Show Paae) each time you paste a new badge on the screen. 
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Once you have a set of badges on the saeen, save this master copy on the 

disk. Ne1t, fill in the names of the badge holders, print the badges, and cut 

them apart. 

~=:··. ::::; ... ~:: 
.:.?.· ··;:~··.~:; 
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Harry Hed 
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I realize that this book may be too practical and too business oriented, so I 

should at least mention some applications for the home. I can't think of a 

home that wouldn't benefit from a framed homily. There are hundreds to 

choose from: "Thls house is clean enough to be healthy and dirty enough to 

be happy," "If you must smoke, please don't eihale"-the list is endless. 



The key to making a framable homUy is to be artistic-aeate pretty 

borders, use the London or Venice fonts, decorate the white space with 

little flowers, and so forth. You can even color your final printout with 

watercolor pens for the handcrafted touch. 

H.ow lii.d 1- ~l?rt to b~ 

ove-r the hi!l 

When l n&v&r r~?;QChm. 

~top? 
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Another home idea that makes a fine (if cheap) gift is a set of personalized 

bookmarks. 

Each bookmark can be personalized for the recipient and may be colored if 

you wish. Once the bookmarks are pdnted and colored, laminate them on 

both sides with plastic film before cutting them apart. The easiest way to 



ttay To my ThTDU-9h 
~the; f300~ books 

hou-rs frie-nd. the 

YDU. John W"LSE-

sp&nci to USE ~i,ve 

readinq lVith forEvEr 
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tafw.n books 

*from he 

~Life: borTOWS 

laminate paper is to use beat-sensitive lammating film designed for use 

with thermal copiers. Bookmarks made in this fashion should last a 

lifetime. 
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The year flies by so fast, before you know it, it's Christmas. One of the 

major problems with Chri$tma$ is that it is expensive. Christmas cards, for 

example, can set you back quite a bit-especiaHy if you send out Jots of 

them. 

One way to keep your costs in line is to design your own cards that can be 

printed by your local instant press on pretty paper. Your card should be 

laid out to conform to a standard paper size. If you use 8 112-by-14-inch 

paper, trus will produce a card that is 8 1/2 inches high by 7 inches wide 

when folded. 



You need to design two images for your card, one for the front and one for 

the inside. 

------.___ ---........ 

--J 

,, ___________________________ ~ 

frorn 

Dr. and lllrs. 
mark ffiiwur·ds 

-------~---.""', 
--------------------------~ 
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Once these images are printed, cut them out (with scissors) and paste them 

on an 8 1/2-by-14-inch piece of paper exactly as you want them to appear 

on the final card. Take this master to your print shop and have copies run 

off on heavy colored paper for your closest hundred or so friends, and you 

will still have plenty of money. left for my gift. (My shirt size is 15 1/2, 

34-35). 
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O[Q)@£ 55 GREETING MacPaint ~ 

CARD Text IAJ 

Perhaps you don't celebrate Christmas, or you felt the card in Idea 54 was 

too religious. No problem-the generic card should handle the holidays just 

fine. 

Think of an idea that will appeal to all your friends. Even for serious 

sentiments, you'JJ find that humor can serve very nicely. Come up with an 

attractive design for the front and a "punch line" On this case, a "holiday 

punch" line) for inside, and let Mac do the rest. 
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O[Q)@£ 56 MORE MacPaint ~ 

GREETING Text !AI 
CARDS 

What? You want more cards for other holidays? Oh, all rjght-but don't 

blame me if greeting card companies go out of busjnessf 

If you want to make personalized birthday cards, you can buy some pretty 

blank paper that can be loaded into your Imagewriter printer one sheet at 

a time. This is very handy when you remember that you forgot your 

Font 

FontSize 
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Edit 

Print 
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spouse's birthday was today but all the stores are closed and you'd better 

have a card in your hand when you walk in the door or it is going to be 

peanut butter sandwiches for a year. At times Hke these, a custom 

birthday card can save the day. 
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O[QX~& 57 GIFT CARDS Mac Paint 

Text 
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Greeting cards, gift cards, and wrapping paper can end up costing more 

than your gift if you aren't careful. And yet, a gift card is a nice touch

especiaUy when you are giving something to someone you would like to 

remember you in his or her wiU and you "accidentaUy" left the eipensive 

price on your gift. 
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Gift cards can be very simple and should be printed on nice paper so they 

can be cut out, folded, and taped or tied to the package (spindling and 

mutilating are not advised tbis year). 

...., ... 

Congrots~ 

I 

c~ 
c=J 

g 

~ 
~ ~ 

~~ • 

' 9) 
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Mac II 
""' ~ 
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DC0~ 58 CUSTOM Mac Write 

GIFTWRAP Text 

Using MacPaint for gift wrap designs doesn't make much sense unless you 

are wrapping small gifts such as diamond rings, gold watches, or that 

special bar of soap you took the last time you stayed at the Drowsy Lids 

Motel. For gifts of this size, you can use MacPaint to make quite nice 

custom gift wrap. Make your own patterns, even personalize the gift wrap 

if you wish {see the sample on the next page). Once again, this is an appli

cation for which you might want to use colored paper. 
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A Special Gift forB Mus1cetl Fr1end- Happ~~ Blrthday,Mozart A ::.pec1al G1ft 

A 5pec1BI Glft for a MUSlCBI Friend- Happy Blrthday,Mozart A 5pecHJI Glft 

A 5pecial Gift for a Musical Fr1end- Happy Blrthday.~1ozart A Spec1a1 G1ft 

A 5pecial G1ft fore Musical Friend- Happy Blrthda~tMozert A 5oeclal Gift 

A 5pec1BI G1ft fore MUSlCBI Friend- Happy Blrthday,Mozart A 5peC1Bi Glft 

A Special Gift for a Musical Fr1end- Happy Blrthday,Mozert A 5pecial Gift 

A 5pecial G1 ft for a Mus1 cB 1 Fr1 end - Happy B1 rthday, Mozart A Spec 1 e l G1 ft. 

A Special Glft fore t"1usical Fr1end- Happy B1rthday,r1ozart A 5oeclel G1ft 

A 5pecial Gift fore Mus1cel Fr1end- Happy Birthday, Mozart A 5oec1al Gift 

A Special Gift for a Mus1ca1 Fr1end- Heppy B1rt~1rJay..r1ozert A 5pecH~I G1ft 
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0@@£ 59 SPRAY PAINT MacPaint ~ 

Pattern ~~~ 

Spray Can I ;: -~ I 

The Spray Can lets you airbrush solid areas (black or white) or even 

patterns on the screen. To see how it works, select a pattern from the 

Idea 59 
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Fill Pattern menu and select the Spray Can. As you hold down the 

mouse button and move the can back and forth, you wHl see your pattern 

start to emerge on the screen. 

This is such a nice tool that it is worth playing with by itself. It can be 

used to create interesting patterns for many types of pictures . 
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0@@£ 60 PICTURE Mac Paint ~ 

BORDERS Line Width ~ 
Rectangle g 
----

Roundtangle [9 
Goodies Pattern 

File Fill ~~~ 

While most of your MacPaint artwork wiU be displayed in fine oak frames, 

you may want to avoid the cost of framing your Jesser efforts. In this case, 

you will most certainly want to create your own custom picture borders. 
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The easiest way to aeate a custom frame pattern is first 

to draw a rectangular border on the page. The Show 

Paae option from the Goodies menu will let you move the 

window around on the page, and if you hold the Shift key 

down when drawing your lines, they will remain horizontal 

or vertical Once you have the border drawn, you can 

create embellishments inside the border or simply create 

another smaller rectangle that can be filled with the 

pattern of your choice. When you nu a large area with a 

pattern, you fiJI only the portion that is visible in the 

MacPaint window. To fill the entire area, you will have to 

move the window and fiJI the newly exposed areas. 

As with other projects of this sort, you will want to save 

the frame pattern by itself and then fiJI in copies of it 

with your masterpieces. 
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O[Q)~£ 61 STRETCHING MacPaint ~ 

THINGS Text !AI 
A .. Selection Box [d 

BIT 

When I was a kid, I used to enjoy working with puzzle books that my folks 

would buy for me. I think they bought me these books to keep me out of 

trouble. It didn't work, of course, but their intentions were noble, if 

misdirected. 

Font 
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Anyway, one of tbe puzzles I always liked was the one that had a message 

hidden in something that looked like a bar code (only we didn't have those 

when I was a kid). The puzzle consisted of a picture like this: 

And you were supposed to read what it said. The trick to reading the 

message is to hold the paper edge-on to your line of sight and look down 

the page with one eye closed. By looking at the image at this angle, it 

becomes easy to read. You probably have either read the message or gone 

to the ne1t idea by now. 

In case you are still with me, I thought you might want to know how you 

can make your own hidden message of this sort-saying anything you want 

(you sly devil, you)-for inclusion with your next letter to your Aunt 

Mathilda. As is anything else I am able to accomplish before noon, it is 
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quite simple to make these messages. Using MacPajnt, choose the Teit 

option and write your message using 1 2-point Geneva (simple fonts and 

uppercase letters work best, although you should try others to see how 

they work for you). Once you have your selection on the screen and have 

proofread it for errors, select it with the Selection Boi, making the top 

and bottom boundaries as close to the teit as possible. 
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Next, you want to stretch the text downward as far as you can. To do this, 

move the cursor inside the selection box near the bottom line, hold down 

both the Shift and Command keys at the same time, press the mouse 

button, and stretch the selection box down as far as it will go. 

-

r----- ---- ---------~ 
I 
I 

Let up on the buttons and, voJJ3, you have your very own puzzle, ready to 

print and to astound your friends and neighbors. 
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OI:QJ§£ 62 RIDDLES (WITH MacPaint ~ 

UPSIDE-DOWN ANSWERS) Text !AI 
Selection Box ~ 

Style 

Edit 

While we are on the topic of puzzles, we mustn't ignore the riddle. 

Collections of riddles abound, but think how much fun it would be if you 

could create your own collection. At least you would know the answers, 

even if no one else did. 

Of course. any self -respecting collection of riddles has to have the answers 

included, and the strategic way to include answers is to have them appear 

upside down. (As an alternative, you could have them appear in Yoruba, or 

some other foreign language, but upside-down answers are more common.) 
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Using MacPaint, you can write the riddles in 14-point type and write the 

answers in 9 -point type. Once the text has been entered, select each 

answer and rotate it twice, which turns it upside down. 

• File Edit Goodies Font FontSize Style 
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What has six wheels and flies? 

Why does a bicycle have two wheels? 

What is black and white and red all over? 

eJqez pesseJJeqwa uv 

What is the meaning of life? 
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DC0~& 63 MIRROR WRITING MacPaint ~ 

Text 

Selection Box 

Style 

Edit 

One of the greatest geniuses in history was Leonardo da Vinci. One of 

Leonardo's traits was that he wrote from right to left .. so that you had to 

use a mirror to read his writing. On the outside chance that you think 

there is a correlation between brilliance and mirror writing, you should 

know how to do mirror writing with your Macintosh. The key to this 

practical application is first to type your messages using MacPaint. Next, 

select your text with the Selection Boi and use the Flip Horizontal tool 

from the Edit menu. This will immediately transform your message into a 

mirror image that you can print and use to impress your friends. 
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· If you have any friends named Medici, be sure to show them this trick

they will be very impressed. 
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0@~£ 64 KALEIDOSCOPE MacPaint ~ 

Paint Brush ~~~ I 
Pattern ~ 

Fill ~~~ 

One of my favorite toys is the kaleidoscope. It has always amazed me how 

a few mirrors and a few pieces of broken colored glass could be assembled 

to produce a device that makes such pretty images. It also amazed me 

when I found that, for only a few thousand dollars more, I could create 

kaleidoscopic images on a display screen-with the Macintosh. 

Goodies 
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Kaleidoscopic pictures can be painted with the Paint Brush tool from 

the main MacPaint menu_ If you haven't used the Paint Brush before, 

e1periment with it. You can choose brush shapes from the Brush Shape 

item in the Goodies menu. 
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In addition to letting you choose a new brush shape, the Goodies menu 

has another selection called Brush Mirrors. The mirrors are the tools that 

let you create kaleidoscopic images. When you are ready to create a 

kaleidoscopic pattern, select the Brush Mirrors entry and you will see 

this image on the screen. 
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By clicking various lines with your mouse, you will be choosing the axes at 

which the mirrors wiJI be located. For our pattern, I will choose the 

vertical and horizontal mirror. Once you have made your selection, select 

0[ to return to your drawing screen. Now, if you start drawing a line, you 

will see three copies of your line being drawn in the other quadrants. 
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Brush mirrors let someone with little artistic talent create quite pretty 

pictures. Once the Jines are drawn, you can fiJJ the spaces with attractive 

patterns to complete your masterpiece. 
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;::::===-

[l] Pencil CARPETS 

[d Selection Box 

~~~ Pattern 

~~~ Fill Filled Rectangle 

11 11 Rectangle Goodies 
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If you have a lot of time on your hands (and who doesn't these days), you 

might want to use your Macintosh to create Oriental carpet patterns. 

And, then again, you may not. 



But if you do, you should know that you will have to create only one-fourth 

of the pattern-your Macintosh will gladly fill in the rest. To start, draw a 

rectangle that represents the upper left quadrant of the carpet. Start by 

creating the border pattern, then fill in the rest of the carpet quadrant 

until you have the design finished. 
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At this point, you have to do a little fixing up in order to make your whole 

carpet fit together smoothly. What you need to do is remove the Hnes at 

the right and bottom edge of the carpet. You can perform this chore using 

the white Fill Pattern and the Filled Rectangle. Choose the dotted line 

from the Line menu for the boundary. Any time this line is used, the 

boundary of a fiUed pattern is filled with the pattern as weH. rather than 

being left black. By drawing two filled rectangles of solid white, you will 

be able to erase the left and bottom Hnes. 
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Once this chore is finished, place a selection box around your pattern and 

press the Option key as you move the image to the right. A copy of the 

original will be left behind. If you now select Flip Horizontal from the 

lidit menu, the image will be reflected into the proper orientation for the 

upper left quadrant of the carpet. Position this part until it is in place. 
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Repeat thls process by holding down the Option key before moving the 

image to the lower right quadrant, and select Flip Vertical to make this 

part of the carpet. By doing thls once more (with a horizontal fJip) you wiU 

have finished the entire carpet pattern with only one-quarter the effort 

needed to draw the entire shape! However, your carpet pattern wiJl 

have some gaps in it that need to be filled in using the Pencil tool: Select 

FatBits from the Goodies menu for a close-up view. The Pencil can be 

used to fJip the color of a dot from black to white or white to black with a 

simple click of the mouse. Use this tool to fill in the pattern wherever you 

need to. 
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If you then print this pattern and fold it into a paper airplane, you will 

have made a flying carpet. 
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~ MacPaint O[Q)@£ 66 RUBBER 

IPI Lasso STAMPS 

You can use any picture you have drawn as a stamp to draw many copies 

on the page. First, draw your shape, then select it by using the Lasso tool 

from the MacPaint menu to draw a line completely enclosing the shape. 
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Once the line is completed and you lift up on the mouse button, any objects 

inside the line will be selected at their boundaries, rather than at the 

boundaries of a selection rectangle (which is why you used the Lasso and 

not the Selection Boi ). 

You can then stamp Jots of copies of this image around on the saeen by 

holding down the Option key and dragging the shape around on the 

saeen. Release the mouse button and reclick it at each place where you 

want to leave a copy. 
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When you're through making happy faces you may want to try: 
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O[Q)[~£ 67 NEEDLEPOINT MacPaint ~ 

Line ,,1 
Line Width 1/ ....... 1 

Rectangle 11 11 

Selection Box ~ 

The rubber stamp idea can be extended to create needlepoint patterns. 

First, set the Grid option, then create a smaJl cross image using the Line 

tool. Make a border for your picture, select the cross image with the 

Selection Boi, and stamp copies of it wherever you want it to appear. 

This is an application that can look nice when colored. 

Goodies 
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O[Q)~£ 68 QUILT MacPaint ~ 

PATTERNS Pattern ~~~ 

Fill ~~~ 

LineWidth ~ 

Rectangle I' rl 

Goodies 

Though they won't keep you warm at night, quilt patterns made with 

MacPwnt can be quite attractive. All you need to do to make these 

patterns is create a quilt grid on the screen, like the one on the next page. 
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Next, fill in each of the squares with appropriate fiJJ patterns. You may 

want to make your own patterns to make your quHt distinctive. 
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Here's a quilt that uses five patterns. If you rotate one pattern you'll 
create the illusion of many more. 
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~ MacPaint O[Q)~£ 69 WORDIES 

!AI Text 
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They are found in Games magazine; entire books are devoted to them; 

and I can't figure most of them out. What are they? They are "wordies"

puzzles that contain hidden messages. 
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How many can you read? "High on the bog"? "Pie in the sky"? .. High 

noon"? "Hiccup" (hie up)? "Read between the Jines"? "London Bridge is 

falling down .. ? "Going around in circles"? "A stitch in time"? ''Up to no 

good"? "Down m the dumps"? "High on the hog"? "Drop in the bucket"? 

"Upst.Urs"? Well. you have the idea by now, so make some of your ownl 
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~ MacPaint O[Q)~£ 70 PIN THE TAIL 

~ Paint Brush ON THE DONKEY 

IPI Lasso 

Edit 
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By now you are probably wondering why I haven't included any video 

games in this book. WeJJ, folks, your wait is over. Yes, you are really going 

to celebrate another birthday, and a few of your good friends are coming to 

your house to have a party. Imagine their surprise when you announce 

that you are all going to play a game of "Pin the tail on the donkey"-on the 

Macintosh. 



WeJJ, it isn't that hard to do. First, you need a Macintosh with MacPaint 

and a blindfold. Draw a donkey (without taH) near the middle of tbe 

screen. 
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Next, draw an appropriate tail and select it with the Lasso. You should 

Copy it, just in case it gets lost by accident. Next, blindfold the player and 

lead him or her to the mouse with the button already pressed and the tail 

ready to move. Spin the player three times, hand over the mouse. and Jet 

the player try to get the tail in the right place. 
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And to think that you doubted the utility of the Macintoshf 
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Have you looked at the cost of play money lately? Given the fluctuations in 

our economy, we would sometimes be better off using the reaJ thing. But 

there are many occasions when play money is invaluable-such as when 

you are making your own board games or when you want to give a special 

gift to someone. 
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As with so many other useful applications, pJay money is best made using 

MacPaint. 

1 
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0@~£ 72 GRAFFITI MacPaint 

Pattern 

Fill 

Spray Can 

Paint Brush 

I know the feeling well: Your sense of social justice sweHs within you until 

you know you wiH burst if you can't e1press yourself in public. So you run 

to the basement, find a can of spray paint, and then go looking for a blank 

waJJ. Of course, you may find that others have beaten you to the prime 

locations and aU the waH space is taken. Also, the local police may not 

share your concern for justice and be more concerned with the fact that 

you are defacing property. 
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The solution to this problem is to spray paint on a picture of a brick wall in 

the privacy of your own home using your very own Macintosh. 

Step one involves filling the page with an image of a brick wall FiJI the 

window with the brick pattern from the Fill Pattern menu. 
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-
Then shift the window down using Show Paae to fill the second part of 

the window. Once you have your bricks in view, select your Paint Brush 

or Spray can and, using the solid black pattern, write the message that 

bums inside you. 
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There, that feels better now, doesn·t it? 
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.~ MacPaint O[Q)~£ 73 THE 
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11] Pencil PUNISHMENT 

IPI Lasso 

292 

Do you know some poor child who is connned in a classroom with a teacher 

who doesn't think that putting gum in Alicia's braids is very fl;lnny? We aH 

went through school knowing at least one teacher that strict. And we all 

knew that we would be punished by having to write sentences SO, or SOO, 

or, when we mixed cement in with the muffin mu and the school cafeteria 

had to extract their Mix master with a jackhammer, .SOOO times. 

Well, now that Macintosh is here, this task can be carried out with far 

greater ease than ever before. The first step is to use MacPaint to write 

the sentence once. 
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Ne:rt, select the sentence with the Lasso and, using the Option key, make 

copies of the sentence on the page. 
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Before you know it, you will have the assignment completed I Of course, 

you may have to work hard to oonvince your teacher that you wrote all 

these sentences by band. Perhaps other styles would be more convincing: 

I lllJ// WrnJrnlE on my !fil§(5 skills I 

I tuJI/ W[IDrnlE on my !filt;]C!J skills I 

I w111 W@rnlE on my !ffi§l!l skills I 

I ll'JII WffiJrnlE on my !fil§l!l skills I 

I a1J// WrnJrnlE on my !fil§(!l skills I 

I tuJ1/ WffiJrnlE on my !filEJl!l skills I 

I lUJ/1 WriDrnJE on my !filf3l!t skills I 

I lll 111 WriDrnlE on my !filtne!l ski II s I 

I ll' 1/1 WOOJrnlE on my !ffi§l!l ski 11 s I 

I IUJ/1 W@rnlE on my !fil~l!l skills I 

I lUJ/1 WriDrnJE on my !fil§l!t skills I 

I LUJ/1 WillJrnlE on my !fil§C!I skills I 

I wJ11 W@rnlE on my !ffitB(S skills I 

I lUJ/1 WffiJrnlE on my !ffitBC!I skills I 

I IUJII WriDrnJE on my !fil§C!I skills I 

I LUJ/1 WliDrnlE on my !fil~C!I skills I 

I m111 WOOJrnlK on my !fil~r!J skills I 
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!AI Text 
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Can you read the foJlowing sentence? 

This half sentence shows that we don't need to see an entire letter to 

recognize it. In fact, we appear to be able to read just fine by looking at 

the top half of a word. To experiment with half words of your own, just 

type a sentence and select the lower half with the Selection Boi. 
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If you now press the Backspace key, the bottom half of the sentence wiJJ 

be erased. 
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Now that you've had some practice, try your skill at reading 

these: 

298 
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Line I '-I 
Line Width ~ 

Selection Box ~ 

Artist, computer scientist, and generaJJy interesting and nice guy Soott Kim 

has written a book caJJed Inversions (Byte Books) that consists mostly of 

words that he has written so that they Jook the same upside down as right 

side up. He aJso eiperiments with other inversions, including mirror 

images. For eiampJe, the foUowing is an inversion of my son's name: 

Edit 
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When making inversions yourself, the Macintosh can be a valuable tool 

since it Jets you select letters and mirror them or rotate them. 

For example, suppose we wanted to make a never-ending Joop out of the 

word TIUiB. One way to do this is to make a stylized T so that it Jooks Jike 

an E when it is rotated 90 degrees. We can then write the word TIUiE 

using these characters. 
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Ne~t. we can select the RBE portion of the word with the selection bo~. 

make a copy of it (by pressing the Option key before moving it}, rotate it 

90 degrees (with the Rotate command in the lidit menu), and place it at 

the correct position. 
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By repeating this process twice more, we will have our endless tree. 
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These can be copied to produce a complete forest! 
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O[Q)@£ 76 GENERIC MacWrite 

·CHRISTMAS LETTER 

No, we haven't forgotten about MacWrite. In fact, I was just getting to it 

when you started to read this project. What better way to .lceep your 

friends and relatives up to date than with a Christmas letter? Of course, 

writing such a letter by hand is time-consuming, and running copies off on 

a mimeograph machine lacks class-but that is why we have Macs! 

First, find a quiet corner and page bac.lc through your des.lc calendar, noting 

down the major events of the year (jimmy's acHng debut as a giant beet, 

the day the rabbit got loose and left "surprises" all over the Jiving room 

rug, your speech to the P.T.A. on controJJing to1ic underdes.lc gum deposits, 

and so on). Then weave the details into a nice homey letter you can 

enclose with your Christmas cards. 
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Dear Friends, 

Well, wouldn't you know it, another year has passed and it 
is time for us to celebrate the holidays again. What a year 
it has been for us I Fortunately, Cousin Fred was released 
from the slammer last week. Welcome bact Fred I Don't 
forget, you owe us Christmas presents for the last 15 
years I (dust kidding.) 

Rnyway, Lulu Bell arriued last week after spending her year 
wildcatting on the North Slopes, and Pricilla finally made it 
big in the bottle collecting business (finding lots of twenty
tenters, Pricilla?), so we haue had a good year, euen if 
Dingus did get hit by lightning last May. He can still jump
start a car with his bare hands, and that's been mighty 
handy this winter, I tell you. 

Rnyway, I was talking to Ronny about his Washington job. 
Seems someone in gouemment wants to raise postal rates 
again. I said, • &osh all get out • (Ronny doesn't like strong 
language, but what the hay), •why don't they just mate the 
stamps smaller! • He thought that was a swell idea and is 
passing it along. 

Well, I'll bet it was a good year for you too, and we all want 
to wish you the uery best for the upcoming year and many 
more to come. 

Best wishes, 

Manuel Ouerdrlue 
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Have you ever noticed that either no plants will grow in your garden or 

everything grows in abundance? Take tomatoes, for instance. A good 

tomato vine will keep you supplied quite adequately. Twenty vines will 

overwhelm you with tomatoes. Once you have had your fill of fresh tomato 

juice, tomato sauce, tomato pancakes, fried tomato skins, tomato seed 

bread, and all the other delicacies that can be made with this plant, it is 

time to share your blessings with your friends. This means canning your 

sauces, tomatoes, stews, and jellies and bottling your tomato wine. 
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or course, your efforts will make much nicer gifts if your jars don't have 

Snerdly's Industrial Strength Peanut Butter labels on them. So you will 

have to make your own labels. Thank goodness for Mason jars and 

MacPaintl 
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Have you ever taken part in a chain letter? It was a lot of work, and it 

didn't pay off, right? Well, now you can get even with all your friends by 

starting a chain letter of your own. The first step is to compose the letter 

in such a way that no one will dare break the chain. 

File 
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Dear Friend, 

You are the recipient of a letter that will change your life 
forever. You are part of a chain of hurr1anity tr1at r'6Clches 
across the globe. You could break this chain by failir1g to 
continue this letter on its way, or you can ensure everlastir1g 
peace by sending the contents of your checking account to the 
first name or1 the list below, crossing off this name, adding 
your name to the bottom of the list, and sending this letter to 
50 of your best friends. 

Remember, if you break the chain, you will start global 
thermonuclear war, and I know you don't want that on your 
conscience. 

ffielba Toast 
36 Snails Place 
Post Office, VT 72707 

Patti O'Furniture 
735 Dayin Ct. 
Brief, UT 09090 

Sandi Beach 
30 Simpleton Brook 
Stoned Clover, ffii 88834 

Syl Able 
12 Grarr1mar Way 
Parsing, flY 13579 

Steffin Rightalong 
20 Flower St. 
Thistle Pass, WY 781 1 1 
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The next step is to take advantage of the Copies option when you select 

Print from the File menu. To set the number of copies you want printed, 

click your mouse in the Copies box, press the Backspace key, and type 

the number of copies you want. Once you have done this, select 0"( to get 

your letters printed. 

Edit Search format font Style 

Ideo 78 

® Stondord 0 Droft 

0 from: D To: D 
( OK J 

Remember, if -you break the chain, you will start 
global thermonuclear war , and I know you don 't want 
that on your conscience . 

melba Tost 
36 Snails Pace 
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MacWrite O[Q)@£ 79 BIRTH 

ANNOUNCEMENTS 

"Have a boy, it's a cigar!" Yes, if you are welcoming the addition of a new 

baby, cat, dog, goldfish, or tarantula, your MacWrite-produced birth 

announcement will make sure no one ever forgets the event_ 

the. &irth of 
Six. Cute :Jattens 

to 
ntss nuffy cat 

a.m£ 
nr. At£. cat 

on na.y 5, l 984 



O[Q)§£80 LOST PET Mac Write 

REWARD 

The Joss of a pet is no laughing matter. Even as you are checking the local 

SPCA and animal pound, you should be getting fJyers posted around the 

neighborhood Jetting people know that you have lost a pet. Because of the 

larger fonts available, MacPaint is a better choice for creating such 

announcements than Mac Write. If you have a photograph of the missing 

animal, you may want to glue copies on the poster. Some local merchants 

make buJletin board space available for such announcements, and a 

carefuJJy crafted announcement will draw a Jot of attention. 

$50 Re\vard 
for the return 

of my pet 
Rattlesnake 

Last see n on May 5. 19R'l 
Call Chct Mar k 
'11 5 5 ') ') 121 2 

if you have inform ation or 
have found my snal\c 
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After many years of hard work, you have finally managed to rise in the 

ranks so that you now have your very own desk. What better desk 

ornament can you imagine than a tasteful name plaque to identify your 

desk as your very own? And, of course, what better tool for the creation of 

such a wonder than MacPaint? 

Once you have completed your nameplate, go to your local paint and hobby 

store and buy a nice wood block that you can use as a base for your name 

and then make your plaque professional by using your latent skills as a 

decoupage artist. 



Ct~urll Sttctp> 
Rodeo Rider 

"The Stop bucks here" 

On the other hand, you may have an entire office of your own, or one you 

share with some colleagues. In this case, a label for your door is more 

appropriate. 

S miitt.liD.frii®ll~o lMriillll®rr o !11101~ Crr!ll'fo 
lrr1i.©t~C101o lPJCW®llllo !11101~ Slbl®!l10 

JB[ !llrrrr ii101~tt.C101o ~llil©101® o 
1M[[lllllfl©®1011t SftC101® 9 

Crr«»wtt.llil®ff" o lBI!11rrtt.mt11101o !11101~ 1Mrt11y 

Limerick Copyright Law Specialists 
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Imagine the turmoil Bach must have felt, composing his scores by hand, 

purely by the light of burning Vivaldi manuscripts. Yes, we have come a 

long way since then, and the Macintosh might have been one of Bach's 

favorite toys, were he still around. Well, you have the tool he didn't have, 

so you can have an easier time composing music than he did. 
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To transcribe a score using MacPaint, first create a staff of five lines, each 

of which is 2 grid units from the next. Then use the Filled OVal tool to 

make some 2-grid-unit circles and fill these in to make notes. If you have 

a steady hand, you might want to draw the treble clef in the right place on 

the leger lines. (I always have treble doing this-probably because I am 

not fully attuned to drawing with the mouse, but 1 have made note of my 

progress. The bass clef is easier to draw-something I find quite fishy.) 

Notice that the notes have been drawn in an out-of-the-way location where 

they can be easily selected and moved. 
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To compose your music, enter the time and meter, select you notes with 

the Lasso, and compose away. Press the Option key when moving a note 

so that you never lose your original. After your notes are in the correct 

places, you can fix up any lines that are obscured by the notes and put in 

the bar lines. 

* File Edit Goodies Font FontSize Style 
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O[Q)~£ 83 GENERIC MacWrite 

"DEAR JOHN" LETTER 

Ah, I know the feeling well-hardly a week goes by without receiving a 

marriage proposal from yet another admirer, and you want to say no 

gracefully without offending the writer or your spouse. Well, what better 

way to do this than with a letter composed on the Macintosh? Because you 

will need to send so many of these, you will want to make a form letter 

that you can modify for each recipient. 

The letter on the next page should do the trick nicely. 

Font 
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Dear John, 

I want you to know how touched I am at your 
daily gifts of Godiva chocolates and by the fact 
that you have sold your home in Vermont 
and moved here to Pratfall, Oklahoma, just to 
be near me. 

In fact, I was telling my dear husband, 
Gunther. about your generosity and he said 
that you sure were some kind of guy I In fact. 
he said that you could send me chocolates as 
long as you want (as a weigh tlifter, he likes 
an occasional snack, and the chocolates come 
in very handy for that). 

Unfortunately, I am unable to run away with 
you because Gunther and I are moving to 
nome, Alaska, next week. Gunther sure 
would like you to move there with us, if you 
keep sending candy. "Heck," he said, "let him 
stay here and send the candy to usl" Isn't that 
cute! 

Well, John. I have to go now. I'm sure you 
understand. I'm sorry we didn't talk more 
before you sold your house and everything, 
but I'm sure you will find a job here in 
Pratfall soon. Gunther will be leaving his job 
at the slaughterhouse, and with your degree 
in surgical medicine and au. you will 
probably be able to work there. 

Fondly, 

Tanya Hyde 



0@@£ 84 GENERIC MacWrite 

LOVE LETTER 

On the other hand, perhaps you want to win the hand of that special 

person. MacWrite will be just fine for you since it lets you choose a nice 

romantic font (such as Venice). Use 14-point type so the text won't be too 

blurred from the tears of joy that are likely to drop onto your missive as it 

is being read. 

Dearest, 

Did you see the moon lost nUj\t? l stoo<i 

outside m the freezinq coU1 ~ the 
moon r~ eva hUjaer m the sky, just as om 

love qrows stJonqec every &Wy. AM as the 
waiL of the~ siren ranq m ~ears 
as ~ shWel-i.nq body was~ token to the 
hospitat, l ~of~ swert ~- The 
heat of the worm bCoM.ets remtnded me of 
yow worm Ups, an4 l knew that l rouldn't 

be apart from you. 

AM so, my dmUnq, know that~ love for 
you is everlosttfuJ, mul, for Gocl's sob, don't 

stand out m 40 dft]rees bUow :zeco foofUnq at 

the moon for 4 hours. They wilL sm4 you to 

the funny fucm for ~-
~aU the love m my hmrt.mul soul., 

UJ.eLotte 
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Commemorative stamps never seem to honor the topics that really matter

the invention of the backhoe, for example. Well, you can fii all that by 

designmg your own stamps usmg MacPamt. Of course, your stamps can't 

be used as legal postage, but this shouldn't matter if you only want to paste 

them in your collection. Imagine your friends' responses when you ask 

them if they have the "deodorant soap" commemorative issue! 



Who knows, you may find stamp designing more fun than stamp collecting. 

(Who knows, you may find root canal surgery more fun than stamp 

collecting.) 

To make your stamps, make a fill pattern image that looks like the perfora

tions along a stamp border. 

Idea 85 
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Next, fill a long rectangle with this pattern and select a strip of border that 

is longer than any stamp you want to make. Once the border is selected, 

cut it for later use. 

-

rlenr 

lnuert 
Trace Edges 3CE 
Flip Horizontal 
Flip Uerticol 
Rotnte 

FontSize Style 

Ideo 85 

Next, design your stamp image and frame it with a rectangular border. 
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Deodorant Soap 

5 0 ¢ (·:-:-:-:-:-:) 5 0 ¢ . . . . . . . . . . 

~ U. ~·:<·~·~~tege 2[J 

+ 

-
fjnally, paste appropriately rotated (and trimmed) copies of the stamp 

edge pattern around the outside of the border to complete your 

masterpiece. 

Seen any good stamps phi-lately? 
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Mac Write O[Q)~& 86 THE FAMILY 

NEWSLETTER 

If you are from a large family, you can justify the purchase of your 

Macintosh (with family donations) by using it to compose a family 

newspaper. Families tend to get spread out all over the world, and a 

family newspaper is a nice way to remember everyone's birthday, to 

distribute favorite recipes, and to share old and new experiences that keep 

the family together. 

If you are going to create a family newsletter, you should create a nice title 

block using MacPaint and print this out with the proper issue number and 

date. 

Vol I All the news we get/ 

Fran TasUc. Editor 

No 4 



Next, compose your newsletter text using MacWrite and print the text out 

in 3 3/4-inch-wide columns. 

WeJJ, here it is, spring againl Time for another 
family newsletter. Now I know that aJJ you 
Tastics in Hawaii are mad at me for your 
newsletters arriving all wet. You see. I thought 
it might be a good idea to band-deliver tbem to 
you, since the weather here in Anchorage isn't 
too nice in February, so I just packed up and 
flew myself to your part of the world. Of 
course, J forgot that your newsletter copies 
were with me when we went whale watching, 
and when our boat overturned, things sort of 
got wet. 

But this copy should arrive dry and on time. 
Speaking of on time. remember the Tastic 
marriage in Indiana I reported last time? WeJJ, 
three months later, guess who jusi bad twins I 
Can't say we Tastics don't move fastl 

Those of you who helped us gather the 
information on Great-great-grandpa Tastic's 
role in working for the British during the War 
of 18 I 2 wiJJ be pleased to know that all treason 
charges have been dropped. It appears that it 
was aU a mistake. He thought they were 
bringing torches to tbe White House to help the 
President read better at night - an honest 
mistake. 

And let's hear it for the Tastic family in 
Fork tine, Wyoming - your very own ClUck 'n 
Ship francrusel Good for you. 

We've got lots of goodies in this issue. The 
results of the pig naming contest have come in, 
and some great recipes that use raw sunflower 
seeds grace the last four pages this month I 
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Once the columns are printed and proofread, you can cut them apart and 

glue them in place side by side on tbe title page. Bach new page should 

have the page number centered at the top and columns of text from top to 

bottom. Add little graphic embellishments at the end of articles, include 

cute cartoons, and encourage recipients to contribute to making the 

newsletter a success. Ask for favorite recipes, anecdotes about the old 

days, birth and marriage announcements, job promotions, and so on. You 

will be surprised at the number of things your family has donel 
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Some caH it aestheometry, some caH it boring, 
J-M-+-+4~ 

but I call it string art-the pretty patterns that 
.FRI'f.o:8~~ 

,., are made by wrapping string around pegs so 

that each strand intersects the next to produce 

the iJlusion of graceful curves. 

Goodies 
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To see how it is done, make the following grid pattern on your MacPaint 

screen. 

* File Edit Goodies Font FontSize Style 

Ideo 87 

Then, using the Line tool and the thin line width, connect pairs of points 

to produce a pretty pattern. There is no limit to the patterns you can 

create this way, and this is a good Macintosh activity for people of any age. 
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You may as well express yourself; everyone else does. And what more 

American form of expression can you imagine than the ever-present 

bumper sticker? Of course, you are limited as to the size of sticker you can 

create, but most people won't bother to read it anyway, so it really doesn't 

matter. 
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~ 
· Font 

FontSize 
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Small Bumper 
Stickers Hide 
Deep Thoughts 

You can make your sticker look more professional by printing it on 

adhesive-backed colored paper. Be sure that you use a label paper that 

can be removed if you change your viewsl 
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We are continually inundated with cautionary notices regarding everything 

from crossing the street to carrying bombs on airplanes. It is time for you 

to create a few cautionary notices of your own. 
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Using MacPaint, start with a large circle, draw a picture of the thing you 

want to avoid, and draw a wide diagonal line tbrouah it. 

See, you CIID make a differencel 
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If you are a busy business executive like me, you know that the best way 

to make progress is to delegate your work to others. Rather than write a 

complete memo stating your desires to your subordinates, you can use a 

handy action list on which you check off the tasks you want carried out. 

Font 
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Such lists are easily made with MacPaint. 
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To: 

From: 
Romp N. deHay 

Action: 

D Read and review 

D Read and weep 

D Read and destroy 

D Destroy before 

reading 

D Translate into 

English 

D Prepare my 

position on this 

D Copy and send to: 
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If you tinker in the kitchen, you probably enjoy sharing recipes with your 

friends. Unfortunately, Jots of recipes end up being written on scraps of 

paper and are very hard to read. Imagine my surprise when J discovered

too Jate-that "I c. ar _ pepp_" meant one cup of sHced green peppers, not 

one cup of ground pepper! 
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MacPaint can help you mate your recipes look pretty and can make them 

easy to share with others. Many people .keep recipes on 3-by-5-inch file 

cards. In keeping with that format, create a blank 3-by-5-inch card with 

MacPaint. Using the Grid option, draw a rectangle 27 grid units high by 44 

grid units wide. You can use the Roundtanale to make a tab at the top of 

the card for the name of the recipe. 

eJ file Edit Goodies font FontSize Style 
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Next, pick a readable font and enter your recipe on the card. 

r 
Hunt Mary's Mud Pie ) __________ __, 

4 c. adobe clay 
4 c. water 
1 tsp. oliue oil 

MiH all ingredients in a large pot until 
consistency is uniform. Bake in the sun 
for 6 hours. Serues 20 . 

If you print your recipes on heavy paper, they will fit in your card file 

perfectlyl 
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A caJHgram is a pattern made from a word such that the pattern looks like 

the thing the word describes. Because MacPaint Jets you pJace Jetters 

anywhere you want on the screen, you can create caJligrams quite easily. 

wavy c:onlu2ed 

ap!sdn s 
d al p 

growinQ 0 
w r n 



0@@£ 93 SELLING Mac Write 

A HOUSE 

Selling your own home can be a rewarding e1perience (provided you don't 

want to live there any more). Your Macintosh can be used to prepare a 

nice flyer. MacWrite is a good tool for flyer creation, and your copious use 

of rulers wiUlet you center what should be centered and adjust the 

margins to make a very professional document. 

flliur®®~~®~hroom JE[«llm® 

Fl•arures: 

• Open -air k1lchen 

$240,000 

I 7 fla sketba l I Ct. 
Dr ibb le. Ind iana 

• Compact llvmg space ( 900 square !eel) - easy to keep clean 
• Free parking only two blocks away 
• Wood heat 
• Easy-maintanance yard (dandellon held l 
• Assumable 30% loan 
• Runnmg water 
• Near by rest rooms avrulable 

Contact : 

jacques Absorber . 4 t 7-555- 1212 

If your house is quite photogenic, you may want to gJue a picture of it on 

the flyer so that potentia! customers wiU .know what you are seHing. 

Style 
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Mac Paint 0@~& 94 BROCHURES 
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This folded sheet gives you eight panels on which to place your company's 

information. 



Take a blank sheet of paper and fold it into the final configuration so that 

only two panels are exposed. The first pane! should be used for the 

company name and general information about the products. The back 

panel should contain your address and phone number or the names of your 

distributors or dealers. 

Goods how 
Industries 

Hen a 
For mort- 1nformot1on GoodshOlll, 

contact President 

Xttno Goodshow Catalog 
Goodshow lnd of Products 
12 Cttttyu St. 

l.otEtr, AL 98232 

514-555-1212 

If you now unfold the brochure once, you will expose two inside panels. 

You may want to use these areas to desaibe features of your products and 

general pricing information. 

Goodsholll 
Industries 

manufacturer 
of fine 
natural 
chicken 

fertilizer 

our 
Features 

0 A.....J\.__. 

0~---
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If the brochure is unfolded again, this reveals four panels that can contain 

detailed information. 

our Founder, 
Hen a 

Goods how 

qwerty fghj jkl 

dfg sgdgh shdj hg 

ghgg gghgjj hhgj 

kljhgghgg ghgg ghjh. 

Chicken 
Ranch 

Features 
0----.......... 
0~ 
0 '\..------

0 -.....--.....---

Haruesting 
Procedure 

Pricing 
D-~ 

o~ 

o~ 

D~ 

As the prospect opens the brochure, he or she is carried from the general 

information about your services or products to specific information and, 

perhaps, an order form. 

You can aeate the text for your brochure using MacWrite and print it using 

columns about 3 inches wide. Once you have your oolumns printed out, 

carefulJy glue them in their proper places on a sheet of 8 1/2-by-14-incb 

paper and be sure that the brochure looks proper when it is folded. Take 

this master to your local print shop and have copies made on colored 

paper. You can get a very professional looking document for a very smaJJ 

investment tbis way. 
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0@@£ 95 GETTING 

OUT THE VOTE 
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If you have had it with canada geese flying over your house and want to 

do sometrung about their flight pattern, run for a position on your town 

council so you can pass an ordinance banning sucb flightsf 
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Of oourse, if you are running for office, you want to be sure that you get 

elected. The key to winning an election can lie in your oom munication 

tools. Your Macintosh can be invaluable in aeating brochures, posters, 

newspaper advertisements, speeches, travel itineraries, and so on. In fact, 

your very use of the Macintosh oould probably help get you elected if you 

lived in Cupertino, California (Apple's home town). 
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0@@£ 96 CROSSWORD Mac Paint 

PUZZLES Text 
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"What is a four-letter word ending with IT that is found on the bottom of a 

bird's cage?" Yes, crossword puzzles can be fun to solve, even when the 

word is GRIT. But just as they are fun to solve, they can be even more fun 

to make, using MacPaint, of course. 

Goodies 

·--

Font 
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If you plan on making more than one puule, you might want to start by 

creating a grid of squares on the saeen in which each square is 3 grid units 

high. 

* file Edit Goodies font fontSize Style 

Idea 96 
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Next, make a rough draft of your filled-in crossword puzzle and number 

the squares that contain the first letter of each word. Nine-point Geneva 

type is perfect for this. You should also fHl in any squares that don't have 

letters in them. 

* File Edit Goodies Font FontSize Style 

I dee 96 
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Finally, create your Jist of clues underneath the puzzle itself. 

Across: 
1. Meci ntosh meker 
2. Crunchy fruit 
3. Rhymes with depp I e 
4. Femous euthor of 

Mecintosh book 
(lest neme) 

Down: 
1. Natural snack 
2. Tree-grown herd fruit 

Once you have done this, you are ready to print your puzzle and send it to 

all your friends. 
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0@@£ 97 CUSTOM MacPaint i~ 

CHILDREN'S 
r --==::;;; 

Pencil [l] 
L 

BOOKS 
-r 

Paint Brush ~ 
L 

The combination of MacWrite and MacPaint is perfect for the creation of 

custom children's books for early readers. If you can teJl a good story, you 

can make this story into a custom book by using the child's own name 

(along with that of the child's friends, pets, and favorite toys). The book 

should be written with large easy-to-read type (such as 24-point New 

York). 

r 
Font 
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Once upon a time, Lisa Karr, Ray Bees, 
and Sid Down decided to go to the zoo 
with Lisa's pet dog Sophocles. 
Because the zoo was only two blocks 
from Lisa's house, they all decided to 
walk there. 

"Oh myl" said Lisa, "We must be 
careful when we cross the streetl" 

Sophocles barked in agreement. 

When they got to the first street, the 
light was red. "We can't cross now," 
said Lisa. So Sid sat down. 

The only problem was that when Sid 
sat down, all his money fell out of his 
pocket and rolled into the sewer. 
This made Sidney mad. He said, ''Oh 

You can put illustrations on each page or have them appear on separate 

pages if you wish. 

If the book is for a very young child, you may want to laminate the pages 

in plastic so they won "t get torn or damaged by wetness. Be sure to use a 

"flat finish .. laminating film, as the glossy film can be bard on a child"s eyes. 

A custom storybook can make a treasured gift for which you will be 

remembered for a Jong time. 
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@~ 
O[Q)@£ 98 FAMILY MacPaint ~ 

== 

CROSSWORDS Text !AI 

A nice activity for MacPaint is to make a Hst of the given names for 

everyone in your family and to arrange the Jist so that the names intersect 

at common Jetters. This can take some planning, but can produce a very 

pretty pattern. If you have some family members whose names won't 

intersect properly, ask them to change their names. 

cLeo 
t" 

t~ ~ ~p 
V~t"r:JLnta 

E m 
9re9 

[ 
david 

Font 

FontSize 

Style 
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@@ 
~ MacPaint O[Q)@£ 99 FAMILY TREES 

1'1 Line 

1/ ...... ·1 Line Width - J 

11 11 Rectangle 
[ 

[AJ 
Font 
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Text FontSize 

Style 

just as MacPa.int makes a good tool for corporate organization charts, it can 

be used for family trees as weJJ. The easiest way to buiJd such a tree is to 

start with the youngest generation and move upward. If you find yourseJf 

running out of room, you can eJiminate those family members you wouJd 

rather forget about anyway. 



Tro.nz Tia:L 

Socha. Pifl 

N _ t:. M,i.11.ute 

Nicol£ N. D1Jm. 
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l]@@ 
~ MacPaint 0[Q)@£ 100 RAFFLE 

!AI Text TICKETS 

11 11 Rectangle 

,..,. ....... , Line Width 

Edit FontSize 

Font Style 
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As an interesting variant on the garage sale, you can raffle off your 

priceless artifacts, especially if people trunk you are working for a 

charitable organization. ("Excuse me, I'm seJHng raffle tickets to raise 

money for the Venetian Blind.") MacPaint can be used to create quite 

impressive raffle tickets. In no time at aU, you wiU have a clean garage and 

some money in your pocket! 

• 

• 

134751 Official Raffle Ticket 
for a camp 1 ete set of 
bowling shoes (used) 

TlUS tiCkl't i8 80ld with tt\t> Undl'Utanding that YOU must 8CCt'pt 

ttw prir;t if you win. TM drawing will b• ht>ld any day now. 



------------------------------------------------------~ 
lJ@lJ 

OCQ)[~& 101 1D TAGS MacPaint ~ 

Pattern lml 
Fill j<}) I 

Rectangle g 
I 

Font Roundtangle I ( ) I 
I l 

r 
FontSize Text 

1

1AJ 
r ---

Style Line Width I..,. ........ I 
·- - I 

I travel a lot, and I am always carrying cameras, suitcases, satchels, and, 

when I am flying on commercial airlines, decent food. There are many 

places where I need to have identification tags, and MacPaint Jets me 

create distinctive tags easily. 

v 
Ira Grett 
12 Keepyur Pl. 
Watchit, CO 76534 
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Once you have created your own ID tags, print them out and laminate them 

in plastic film. Leave room in your tag design for a cord or strap to hold 

the tag in place. 

Another idea that you might try is-wait a minute I How many ideas do we 

have so far? 101? Really? You mean we are done? But rm just getting 

startedl We can't stop now, can we? 

Well, I guess we can. After all, the purpose of these ideas was to stimulate 

you to rome up with even more of your own. By now you have more than 

mastered your Macintosh and MacWrite and MacPaint. You have actually 

found your new oomputer to be indispensably usefull 

Thanks for your attention; it's been fun' 
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ffi!A] 
------------------

Macterms 

This is a list of Macintosh functions used in this book. The number 
of each Ide6 in which the function is used foUows its desaiption. 

Apple menu 

Rbout MocWrite... Rtiout MocPoint ... 

Scrapbook 
Rlorm Clock 
Note Pod 
Calculator 
Key Cops 
Control Panel 
Puzzle 

Closed Curve 

Closed Curve. 
Filled 

Edit 

Lan't Undo 

Cut :JE:H 
Copy :JE:C 
Paste :JE:U 

Show Cllpbonrd 

scrapbook 
Rlorm Clock 
Note Pod 
Calculator 
Key Cops 
Control Panel 
Puzzle 

-lllll.P.!I 

. .. ~.~-~~ . 
Cut 
Copy 
Paste 
Clear 
lnuert 
Fi ll 
Trace Edges liCE 
Flip Horizontal 
Flip Lie rt ical 
Rotate 

The Apple menu has lots of good 
things: your scrapbook, desk 
accessories, even a puzzle for when 
you're bored! Ideas: 4, 14, 21, 45. 

The Closed Curve lets you create a 
variety of odd shapes. Ideas: 65, 70. 

The Filled Closed Curve creates odd 
shapes, complete with texture. Ideas: 
47, 65. 

The Edit menu lets you correct your 
drafts like a professional. You can use 
Cut. Copy. and Paste to rearrange any 
text. If you make a mistake, the Undo 
command lets you revert to the 
previous version. The Clipboard saves 
your masterpieces so you can get to 
them when you need them. Ideas: 5,14, 
17, 18, 19, 20,21,22,31,32,37,40,42, 
50,51,52,53,56,61,62,63,65,70,75, 
85, 100. 
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lraser 

file 

fill 

New 
Open ... 
Close 
Snue 
Saue Rs ••. 
Page Setup 
Print •.• 
Quit 

Foal 

london 
Cairo 
Chicago 
Geneua 

~New York 
Monaco 
Uenice 
Athens 
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Open ... 
Close 
saue 
saue Rs ••• 
Reuert 
Print Draft 
Print Final 
Print catalog 
Quit 

Chicago 
Geneua 

~New York 
Monaco 
Uenice 
Athens 

The Eraser erases. A double click on 
this icon deletes your entire screenl 
Ideas: 35, 69. 

The File menu manages the files you're 
working with. It opens files to let you 
see what you've got and puts them 
away so you can move on to more 
important things. It not only lets you 
title and store your documents safely 
but also acts as a representative to your 
printer, specifying paper size, printing 
quality, and format (with your help, of 
coursel). Ideas: 6, 19, 20, 29, 30, 32, 
41,51,52,60,65,78,96. 

The fill bucket "pours" in black paint 
or a texture within any enclosed area. 
Ideas: 33, 37, 47, 48, 50, 51, 52, 57, 60, 
64,65,68,71,72,77,81,85,95,96, 101. 

The Font menu bas a full selection of 
typefaces for your document. Ideas: 
1, 2, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15, 23, 24, 25, 
26,31,37,39,40,49,50-55,57,61-63, 
69,71,76,77,78, 79,80-101. 



FoalSize 

format 

Goodies 

Hand 

10 
~um 

14 
um 
~~ 
36 
48 
72 

uler 
Hide Rulers 
Open Header 
Open Footer 
Display Headers 
Display Footers 
Set Page# ... 
Insert Page Break 
Title Page 

Show Page 
Edit Pattern 
Brush Shape 
Brush Mirrors 
Introduction 
Short Cuts 

The FontSize menu provides a wide 
selection of point sizes to give your 
document maximum impact. Ideas: 31, 
33,37,39,40-42,49,50-58,61-63,69, 
71,77,78,81,82,85,88-92,94-96, 
98-101. 

The format menu lets you select 
among a variety of different MacVIrite 
aids, to allow you to manage rulers, 
footnotes, page numbers and other 
information tools necessary to efficient 
document creation. I de as: 11, 12, 14, 16. 

The Goodies menu offers you aU the 
inside tricks you need to manipulate 
MacPaint to the fullest advantage. 
You'll find the options Fatbits and 
Show Paae essential for everything 
from fine touch-ups to full page 
tableaux. Ideas: 32-34, 37, 41, SO, 51, 
64,65,67,68,72,82,87,96. 

The Band moves your work screen 
around the document. Ideas: 60, 71. 
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Lasso 

Line Tool 

Liae Width 

~ 

llacPaint 

~ 
Mac\Yrite 

()yal § 
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The Lasso can position an item on the 
screen without deleting the art or 
documentation that will surround it in 
its destination location. Ideas: 70, 73, 
77, 82, 85. 

The Ltne Tool is used to draw 
straight lines. Ideas: 31-33, 37, 38, 42, 
47,48,65,67,75,82,87,99. 

Line Width lets you select the 
thickness of the line you wish to use for 
creating rectangles. ovals. straight lines. 
and so on. Ideas: 32, 33. 37, 38. 41. 42, 
47,48.50-53.57.60,65,67,68,71,75. 
77.81,82,85,87-91,95.99-101. 

MacPaiat opens up your new universe 
of artistic software. Icons speed you on 
your way to beautiful work. Ideas: 
31-75. 77,79,81,82.85.87,89,91,94, 
96-101. 

Mac\Y rite is your word processing 
specialist. A large selection of fonts, 
sizes, styles, and editing capabilities 
makes for fast and efficient document 
creation. Ideas: t-30, 76, 78, 80, 83, 84, 
86,88,90,92.93,95. 

The ()yal aeates perfect circles or 
ovals to your specifications. Ideas: 33. 
47, 65, 71, 89. 



Oval. Filled 

~ 
Pattern m 

Paint Brush [I] 

Pencil [l] 

Polygon 

Polygon. Filled 1•1 

The Filled Oval creates circles and 
ovals filled with te1ture. Ideas: 65, 82. 

The Pattern Selection Bar allows you 
to choose among many pattern styles or 
the colors black and white for your fill 
pattern. If you don't like the patterns 
available, double-clicking any of them 
will allow you to create a new pattern 
of your own. Ideas: 33-35, 4.7, 48, SO, 
51,52,57,59,60,64.,65,68,71,72,77, 

·81,85,95,96, 101. 

The Paint Brush is used for painting 
black or te1tures. A number of 
different brush styles and features are 
available from the Goodies menu. 
Ideas: 64, 70-72, 77, 94, 97. 

The Pencil draws freehand Jines. It's 
also useful for toJJching up close-ups 
obtained with the fatBits command. 
Ideas: 73, 82, 94, 97. 

The Polyaoa creates empty polygons 
to your specifications. Ideas: 38, 47. 

The Pilled Polyaon gives you 
polygons filled with texture. 
Ideas: 47, 48. 
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Rec:tanpe 

Rec&aaale. 
Pilled 

Round tangle 

Round tangle. 
Pilled 

Search 
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The Rec:tang1e draws an empty box 
to your specifications. Ideas: 32, 36, 37, 
39.50-53.57,65,67.68,71,77,85.88, 
89-91,95,99-101. 

The Pilled Rectugle draws any box 
you want, fiJled with any texture you 
select. I de as: 34. 36, 6 5. 

The Rouadtaagle draws a bo1 with 
rounded corners to your specifications. 
Ideas: 39,47,57,60,85,91,92, 101. 

The Pilled Roundtaaale draws a box 
with rounded corners and fills it with 
the texture you select. Ideas: 4.7, 85. 

The Search feature allows you to Find 
mistakes anywhere in your text 
instantly and then Change to the new 
entry of your choice. Ideas: 3, 28. 



Selection Boi 

Spray Can 

Style 

~Plain TeHt XP 
Bold XB 
ltalir XI 
Underline xu 
mmnoDmGJ xo 
~liUDt!JCD[!D XS 
Superscript XH 
Subscript XL 

W IPIDDrDO 
10 Point 

~n ~ IPIDOmQ 
D ({} lPIDDmO 
nm IPmDmo 
~~ IPmDmO 

XP 
388 

Italic XI 
Undernne xu 
OOmODDrDGl xo 
"liJmtOmliD xs 

.................................. ..................... 

~Hiign Left XL 
Hllgn Middle 38M 
Hll n R ht XR 

The Selection Boi is used to indicate 
what item you wish to alter. 
Alterations can include Edit functions 
Uke cutting, copying, pasting, and 
flipping, or options such as reduction 
and enlargement. Ideas: 18, 31. 32. 35. 
40,42.45.61-63,65,67,74,75,85. 

The Spray Can js for spray-paintjng. 
Spray paint is available in solid black 
or the texture of your choice. Ideas: 59. 
72. 

The Style menu gives your document 
that special touch. Selections Jet you 
make your words bold, italicized ... just 
about any way you want them. 
Ideas: 1,2,5, 7-14,23-27,32,37, 
39-41,50-58,61-63,69,71,77-86, 
88-96, 98-101. 
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Te:zt 

Trash Can [@ 
Trash 

The Te:zt command lets you write in 
MacPaint. A wide selection of fonts 
and font sizes is avaHable, with options 
to change aspect and proportion in ways 
that just aren't possible in llac\V rite. 
ldeas:31-39,42,46,50,51,53-58, 
61-63,69,71, 74,77,78,81,82,85, 
88-101. 

The Trash Caa is always there when 
you need it - to create extra room on 
your electronic desktop by disposing of 
unwanted files and "folders. The 
Empty Trash command in the Special 
menu deletes them from the disk's 
memory, creating space for new files. 
Idea: 1. 
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